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The University Student 
Senate passed a resolution which 
could affect the MPIRG dollar 
fee. 
The resolution suggests a 
neutral check off system in-
stead of the current negative 
check off system. A neutral 
system would involve a sep-
arate card for the fee statement 
which could be checked _yes 
or no upon entering registrat-
ion. 
The negative system now in·-
volves stating yes· or no in the 
fee payment . line and initial-
ing the opposing result. This · 
only takes phrce upon your 
request, and if you do not 
reply either way you auto-
matically pay out an extra 
buck. 
The proposal written by 
Rick Ryberg, an SA member 
was first brought to the UMdD • 
congress , which rejected the 
proposal and voted to keep the 
negative check off system. 
RybeTg then brought his 
proposal to the nine univers-
ity ~nators who passed the 
resolution and fui:ther pre-
sented it to the Student Senate 
for consideration. 
Mark Davis,UMD senator of 
business then presented the 
resolution to the main campus 
assembly . Upon this Al Senstad 
president of the main campus 
student asso t ia tion, proposed 
a counter against the UMD 
proposal. 
Senstad said he was in favor 
of the negative check off but 
said MPIRG should have to 
take a polf of student support. 
If support was less than 
50% MPIRG would not be 
allowed on the. campus. 
Senstad's counter proposal 
lost at-the vote , 14 to 13 and "the 
i.JMD proposal was voted in-
favor of the neutral check oJf 
proposal . There was some 
abstensions in the voting. 
Before the proposai can °be 
binding, it must be approved 
by the University of Minnes-
ota Board of Regents. 
Other resolutions passed 
was an ellection of four students 
from the -university system to 
meet with students representa-
tives from the state colleges. 
community colleges, and Vo-
tech. 
Ryberg was elected to rep-
resent UMD in this program. 
A resoluticm was passed sugg-
MPIRG to 2 
CoHective Bargaining rTlay 1eave 
no room for_· student voice 
By Phil Schroeder 
Staff Writer 
UMD students may · be left 
out in the cold if the school 
faculty accepts collective bar- · 
gaining. 
. "Collective bargaining ~ould 
dissolve the committee structure 
and possibly the All Campus 
Assembly," said Andrew Lurth 
SA president. ' 
The collec.tive bargaining 
structure, in its most general 
. form, needs only that employer 
(administration) and the 
employee(s) (faculty) be present 
at the negotiating table to 
decid_e. class schedule, working 
conditmns, etc. These decisions 
are now made through the All 
Campus Assembly and the com-
mittee structure. UMD students 
~e represented on, school com-
mittees. 
Lurth feels studen; voice 
involving future policy decisions 
may ~e diminished · through 
collectNe bargaining. . 
St. Cloud State SA Presi-
. dent David Easterday said he is 
against collective bargaining. 
Easterday has been involved 
with collective bargaining since 
its in.stallment on the St. Cloud 
campus in 1975. Easterday said 
they do hav.e a student repT 
resenting them at the negotiat-
ing table , but that their power 
is gra(lted by a prov1S101'1. 
( through the faculty) in the 
contract. He felt this . held the 
students at an unfair advantage. 
"Collective bargaining is a power 
play," he said. Easterday further 
went on to explain a situation 
in which the faculty are trying . 
to withdraw student evaluations 
from the campus. This would 
cause their already weakened 
government to lose more power. 
Easterday then went on to 
explain that he felt the ·only 
way · the student body can re-
t.ain a say in a collective bargain-
ing system is through state 
legislation. 
. Prof. Wendell Glick, president 
of the UMD American Asso-
ciation of University Professors, 
stated , "I would surmise that 
the extent of benefits to the 
students would depend on the 
provisions of' µie contract. It 
should be considered a major 
issue by students · if they are 
concerned with preserving their 
role in campus governance ." 
Prof. Dean Crawford of the 
Collective Bargaining Committee 
for UMD/AAUP said that their 
contract "would provide an 
option for a faculty-student 
senate." He further stated, 'Tm 
sorry, but Campus Asseinbly-
provided by the Campus Assem-
bly Constitution and approved 
by the Board of Rege~ts-
hasn't worked ." 
Pat Eckman of the UM-
M inr:teapolis Student Congress 
did not take as strong a posi-
tion, although he stated that 
St. Cloud got a bad deal. He 
feels students should not take a 
position and alienate the faculty . 
At UM-Minneapolis, faculty 
defeated the collective bargain-
ing issue by a majority of over 
75 per cent. He further added 
that the Student Congress is now 
actively involved in lobbying the 
state legislature to help secure 
a voice foe students . 
• 
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Servi·ce Fee to 
cut SumlTle·r 
Activities 
The Student Service Fee 
Committee voted Friday to 
strike Summer Activities from 
the fourth quarter service fee . 
Summer Activities last year 
received $3 per student. This 
year they requested $1.25 in aid 
and. will receive nothing. The 
reduction will cut out many 
programs, such as movies, lec-
tures, and cruises that were 
poorly attended last year. 
The committee felt that 
because Summer Activities did 
not present a specific activities 
schedule, it would not be 
possible for the committee_ to 
allocate funds without~a d_etailed 
program outline. 
Part of the fourth quarter 
fee money in the ·.past has been 
allotted to the Summer Theatre 
program which is one of the 
few vacation activities to be 
actively attended. Because of 
high interest, the thea._tre ex-
panded its number of produc-
tions accordingly. The Student 
Service Fee Committee informed 
the-. Summer Theatre that they 
are allowed t-o make requests for 
funds the fourth quarter if 
they wish. 
The committee agreed that 
Neale Roth, coordinator of 
Summer Activities, may request 
funds, also, if he can come 
up with a plan for more 
equitable Summer Quarter 
events. 
wanted a definite commitment 
and allotment to Summer 
Theatre , not just a verbal agree-
ment for monetary support , 
between ~oth and the theatre 
oepartmen t. 
· Other dec-isions made by the 
committee were on increases in 
funding to various campus facili-
ties. 
Health Service received a 50-
cent increase in the fee to cover 
inflationary expenses. 
Kirby Student Center was 
given 35 cents additional money 
to cover their payroll increases. 
This means summer students 
pay $4.60 for Kirby program 
funds. Without the increase, 
next summer's Kirby payroll 
scarcely would be covered in 
spite of additional money 
generated from the games room, 
vending machines and recrea-
tional rentals. 
The Kirby Capital Improve-
ment Fund was upped from $2 
to $2.15, to cover the debt 
retirement from recent Kirby 
Ttlmodeling . . Due to climbing 
interest rates, the debt payment 
is contimrally increasing. 
WDTH requested a five-cent 
increase to cover the salary of 
anotl~er full-time employee. The 
committee raised WDTH funds 
from 80 to 85 cents. 
Conceivably, summer stu-
dents could pay less for the 
,ervice fee if the committee 
allots only the additional $1.25 
from Summer Activities . 
Black Hi-story . Month 
schedu.led for 
February 
"We're in this thing toget-
her." This ·is the theme for 
Black History Month, celebrated 
throughout the United States. 
during Feb. 
The theme was chosen as a 
way for the black population 
as a whole to be united. It is 
a month to learn about our 
history and to better under-
stand ourselves today aHd in the 
future," said Catherine Maddox, 
UMD's Black Student advisor. 
In the Twin Ports area, the 
black cultural activities will be 
jointly sponsored by UMD, 
UWS and the Duluth Air Force 
Base. The activities will be 
directed by the Rev. John T. 
Miller of UWS, Sgt. Ben Johns-
ton of the air force base, and 
Maddox of UMD. 
'Tm really looking foward 
to all of . this month's events. 
Being a minority in this area, 
we now have a chance for a 
really strong cultural experi- • 
ence," said Ed McDonald, enter-
tainment committee member. 
Duluth-Superior as a whole 
can benefit because it is an 
educational experience for all, 
McDonald added . 
February's activities are 
numerous. Prof. Qrchard 
M 'dzonga, chairman of Black 
Studies at Luther College, Deco-
rah, Iowa, will discuss Pan 
Africanism. 
Displays of artwork, and 
religious ancf historical back-
ground material will be located 
at UMD, UWS and other Duluth-
Superior locations. Along with 
these, other lectures, dances and 
displays will take place through-
out the month. 
Black History Week was 
founded in 1926 by Dr. Carter 
Godwin Woodson, a black 
American educator. Woodson 
felt black achievements were 
being ignored and deserved some 
reco~nition by society. 
The program was originally 
,et up as a week-long event 
t>ut has been extend~d to the 
nonth of February. 
For a complete list of events, 
orograms are available in the 
Black Student Lounge on the 
jiird floor of the library. 
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Student Assembly leaders face an apathetic Kirby audience. 
SA attracts 
By Terry Blake 
Staff Writer 
· Only two students responded 
to questions posed by the _LJMD 
Student Association dunng a 
question and answer session held 
in Kirby Lounge last week. 
When SA Vice President 
. Steve Vnoucek asked, "Do you 
feel SA is serving you?" nobody 
bothered to answer. 
Students who just happened 
to be sitting in Kirby when the 
meeting convened were more 
interested in relaxing than listen-
ing to the discussion, said 
Andrew Lurth, SA president. 
Some students even got up and 
left when the presentation-
began. 
Lurth said the intent of the 
meeting . was to explain what 
SA does and answer any ques-
tions and comments from 
students present. 
During the course of tl1e 
Record sales have been held 
sporadically throughout the 
ye·ar, but SA had hoped that 
the sales would be a weekly 
event. Huepfel's management 














SKIING • BACKPACKING • CAMPING 
COWPl.[Tf: ACC(SSOl'IIU ro,11 fttlM OMAT Sl'OflTI 
little interest 
fired by a unanimous vntP. of thf' 
SA members because " he hasn't 
been doing his work." 
students to get involved in SA 
by voting in the upcoming 
Spring Quarter elections, or by 
running for office . 
· "If SA wasn ' t here , students 
wouldn't have any input to the 
administration," said Utz. 
MPI RG from 1 . 
esting that university lobb1est 
work on sponsoring a bill that 
would make it illegal to use 
state funds to support bus-
inesses opperatl ng in South 
Africa. 
The meeting ended in a 
debate on marijuanna. A 
resolution was brought up to 
decriminalize the consomption 
of marijuanna, but quarum 
was called and could not be 
met. Therefore leading to 
the adjournment of the meeting. 
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The UMD Bulldog lost a popularit y contest to a groundhog last week. 
Grou·nd hog hecklers come out 
of hibernat_ion, say Bulldog 
name should be put to sleep. 
By Geoff Gruba 
Staff Writer 
"Bulldogs are sons of bitches, 
I'm glad my mother .was a 
Groundhog!" proclaimed the 
banner of one supporter of the 
groundhog movement . 
IL was all a part or'the third 
annual UMD Groundhog Debate 
held last Thursday in the Kirby 
Lounge. 
To a capacity crowd of 
enthusiastic supporters , the 
panel consisting of Dr. Ronald 
Caple and Dr. James- Boulger 
for the side in favor of the 
change, and Ors. Ronald Huch 
and Jonathan Conat for the 
opposition, tired to resolve this 
year's burning issue :. "Should 
the groundhog replace the 
bulldog as UM D's mascot?" 
The d,·h 11. .. , •. ned with 
Dr. C2rl···, .i ,., .. .J cutdown 
of the R11! ld, ,g" qll' tlifications 
as a ru .1,, , ,1 · ; , " ,3ulldog is 
an ecolo)!1cal 11ml 11 I Juw can we 
pos.sibly cheer for a species that 
purposely smashes its own face 
by chasing and often catching 
parked cars," said Caple. "The 
groundhog on the other hand 
would make an excellent I 
mascot. Am0ng other qualities, 
it has the ability to swallow its 
southern cousin the gopher in 
one gulp." He added, " In my 
opinion we should storm Ro-
mano's office and 'personally see 
to it that the hockey team is 
equipped with a stuffed ground-
hog." 
"How can anyone even 
consider breaking a grand and 
glorious history and replacing it 
with an oversized squirrel?" 
said Dr. Huch in defense of the 
buDdog. Relying on his know-
ledge of bulldog history; he 
quoted references from the 
great works of liter~ture which 
glorify our present mascot. 
"Even the great Shakespeare 
realized the power of the Bull-
dog. In his 'Merchant of Venice' 
be said, ' . . . and beware that 
cutthroat bulldog.' Where in 
literature does anyone ever 
mention a cutthroat ground-
hog?" 
Huch added, "even the Bible 
mentions the bulldog. In Eccles-
.· iastes 9:4 it says, 'A living dog 
is better than a dead lion. ' " 
The secondary battle was 
with Dr. Boulger's critical judg-
ment of the bulldog. "The slow, 
dumb creature is obviously suf-
fering from numerous defects of 
physique. If we would have 
left it alone it would have died 
years· ago." He added, " I was 
baffled the first time I went to 
a UMD hockey game and heard 
people cheering for the 'dogs.' I 
wondered why they were 
cheering for the administration 
and the cheerleaders. Of course, 
those were the cheerleaders of 
that day ." 
Dr. Conat came back in 
defense of the dog and said, 
"how anyone can even consider 
to replace that noble creature 
with a . rodent that has no 
folklore and is nicknamed the 
"whistlepig" is beyond me." 
When all was said and done 
(or at least enough was said) , the 
issue was put to a vote. The 
crowd overwhelmingly voted to 
change UMD's mascot from the 
bulldog to the groundhog. 
In the previous two years, the 
debate has been held, the issues 
were : " UMD is inhabited by 
groundhogs," in 1977, and "The 
groundhog should replace the 
eagle as the national symbol," 
in 1978. 
Colonel John Phillip Ohoompapa needs 
more friends to work at Valleyfair. 
What: Valleyfair Summer Job Interviews 
for Hosts and Hostesses 
When: February 20, 9 :00 a .m . - 4 :00 p.m. 
Where: Kirby Student Center 
University of Minnesota - Duluth 
The experience is endless . .. the jobs 
are limitless . . . everything from food 
and beverage services .. . operating in 
the games area . . . landscaping in the 
park . . . controlling the thrilling rides ... 
d~partmental office personnel . .. com-
mercial art . . . to supervisory level 
positions! 
Make many new great friends and be 
one of the 1,100 Valleyfair Hosts and 
Hostesses this summer. 
For further information contact the 
placement office or Valleyfair's Per-





Shah out of America 
By Sue Cook 
Staff Writer 
J ranian Support Committee 
members agreed Tuesday that it 
is very likely that Shah Pahlavi, 
m"embers of his family, or 
Iranian SAVAK ag_ents who were 
forced to flee I ran may come to 
the United States fo i protection 
from the Iranian people. The 
committee is very much opposed 
to this possibility. 
Mack Pearce , a committee 
member, said , ''Of course the 
shah will come here . He and 
Carter could be roommates, 
they' re so alike. 
Another person said it would 
be an insult to the American 
people to be landlord to, "yet 
another of the world 's crimi-
nals." 
The committee discussed 
metl)ods they cou!d use to 
actively support the deportation 
of the shah from the United 
States. They decided their most 
important. fu nction now will be 
to keep themselves and other 
informed abou t the -situation in 
Iran. 
Pearce pointed ou t that the 
committee should function as a 
""watchdog" and be ready to 
"jump up and really holl~r if 
d 
there's any sign of U.S. military 
intervention in Iran ." 
Tom Shapard, committee 
president, said it was important 
for the committee, who favors 
a Khomeini governmen t in I r~n. 
to counter the American press 
portrayal of both Khomeini and 
Bakhtiar, with their own li ter-
ature. 
It is the committee's opinion 
that Khomeini is unfavorably 
portrayed and Bakhtiar is given 
support by the press. 
The committee applied for a 
grant 'from the Student Asso-
ciation, and if they rece.ivc it, 
they plan to distribu te litera-
ture to the student body and 
subscribe to magazines like the 
Iranian Times. 
The committee will be 
contacting the UWS and St. 
Scholastica campuses in :.in 
effort to get all interested stu-
dents working together ·toward 
these goals. 
Shepard and Ebrahim 
Khoroosi, committee member, 
will be speaking at the Glen 
Avon Church on Feb. 18 at 
9:45 a.m. on the Iranian situa-
tion. 
The Iranian Support Com-
mittee meets every Tuesday at 
4 :00 p.in. in Kirby 311 an d 
interested persons are welcome. 
" 
~Toni's custom· fashionso 
Specializing in one-of-a-kind special occasion dresses. 
Sophisticated and unique wedding fashions for brides, 
attendants, and mothers. Using your ideas and your in- 0 
tentions, have that special fashion created for you. Phone 
727-1728 for an appointment. 
SEND LIVING 
VALENTINES. 
FTD LoveBundle Bouquet. 
Those FTD Aorists really 
get around ... for you! 
FTD Valentine 
Bud Vase. 
FTD LoveBundle4D Bouquet, usuaUy available for less than $17.50. 
FTD Valentine Bud Vase, usuaUy available for less than $10.00. As an 
Independent businessman, each FTD Aorist sets his own prices. Ser-
vice charges and delivery may be additional. Most FTD Aortsts accept 
major credit cards. 
© 1979 florists' Transworld Del1very. 
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February is Black History Month across the country. 
.Black 
It's a time when black America reflects on their contri-
butions to help shape America. It's also an attempt to 
enlighten the larger white population on what .t means 
to be black in America and what it meant to be black in 
America. 
history 
Good idea, but what does •it mean? The white segment 
of the population still complains about giving handouts 
to blacks (in the form of welfare and government-spon-
sored jobs). Blacks are-complaining that not enough is 
being done to lift them from the grip of poverty . 
black, 
While taking a look at black history (and lord knows 
some people need to), we s'hould also take a look at the 
black present. 
present 
Right now there are more blacks in higher paid, presti-
gious jobs than ever before. Public schools-are being deseg-
' regated; educational opportunities are widening with black 
colleges and colleges in general are experiencing a large 
increase in the number of blacks enrolled. Political 
activism by blacks has risen to the point where the last 
presidential election hinged on black support. With this 
rise in political interest, more blacks hold political office 
now than at any other time in the history of America. 
not much Hey, that's pretty darn 'good, wouldn't you say? No way. 
brighter 
Most of the blacks in higher paying jobs are black 
females. Why? Because it's cheaper for a business when 
they can kill two birds with one stone: having a black 
and a woman on the payroll. The amount of black people 
holding these jobs is not even close to the percentage of 
the black population. Teenage employment among blacks 
is the worst for any one group of the American popula-
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tion, except for maybe the ha11dicapped. The figure 
does not get much better for black adult males , either. 
White parents are sendirtg their children, in rapidly in-
creasing numbers, to private schools, creating an imbalance 
of black and white students in the public schools. In some 
places, the black and white student populations are the 
same as when segregationist policies were still in effect. 
As for collegiate level academics, the· attrition rate for 
black students runs close to 66 per cent nationwide. Yes , 
colJeges are recruiting blacks, but they can't keep them. 
To· top all this off, the United States Supreme Court , 
in the wake of a growing white-conservative backlash 
against every social gain made m the past, knocked the 
Civil Rights Movement back 15 years with the infamous, 
and no doubt soon to be tested, Bakke decision. 
How do blacks stand judicially? Jimmy Carter just 
pardoned Patty Hearst, a convicted robber, but won't 
·pardon the Wilmington 10 who were convicted of raping 
a white woman, even though somebody else had confessed 
to the crime. At a courtroom in the South, a 14-year-old 
black boy was convicted of armed robbery and sentenced 
to 66 years in prison without a chance for parole, yet in 
a courtroom right next door, a white man received a sen-
tence of one year in prison and a $500 fine for robbing 
and killing an elderly black man . 
Justice? If that's justice, I'm George Wallace. 
Things do look better for black Americans than they did 
20 years ago, but not much better, and the future looks 
like more of the .same. Unless the current socio-economic 
barriers that divide both blacks and whites are removed , 
there won't be too much of black history to read about in 





making racist remarks 
Dear Editor , 
. In a recent UMD States-
man (Feb . I, 1979), a poem in 
the classified ad sectjon was 
printed, which I found highly 
offensive and insensitive. 
The poem I am referring to 
was written to wish the UMD 
hockey team good luck in their 
upcoming series against the 
North Dakota Sioux. The two 
statements I make reference to 
were "Slaughter those Sioux" 
and "Re-enact Wounded Knee." 
Though they may have meant 
to offend no one (?) the sub-
mitters , Ben One-Binge and Dr. 
Jean-Guy , allowed their · 
ignorance and/or racist views to 
show by the callous correlation 
between "slaughter" and " re-
er\act Wounded Knee." 
For those who may not be 
versed in what happened at 
Wounded Knee, I will sum it up 
in one word ; GENOCIDE!! 
the slaughtering of 30o+ men , 
· women , and chjJdren . Discretion 
is a must. To print anything in 
seriousness or jes t that a re-
enactment of this atrocity in our 
history should take place. shows 
a Jack of good judgment. 
The author of any material 
to be published is responsible 
for it s contents although ulti-
mate responsibility lies with the 
Editor-in-Chief, in this case 
David Taylor. He should screen 
all material printed to make 
sure no overt or latently derog-
atory statements are printed. It 
is statements- like that cited 
which help to alienate minori-
ties. 
In closing, I would like to 
say that as paying subscribers, 
we should demand and receive 
good journalism . Mr. Taylor is 
paid for his position out .of 
our activities. fees and as such is 
responsible to US . 
Howard Meyer 
CLS 
Biology I Anthropology 
·statesn,an 
LETTERS POLICY 
Letters ·for publication are encouraged and should be 
typed, double-spaced, and signed with your name. All 
letters from readers are subject to rejection and editing 
by the editor, and the letters should not deal with per-
sonalities. Also, letters should not exceed 300 words 
and must be submitted to the STATESMAN office no 
later than 6:00 p.m. Mondays. 
" 
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Bathroom graffiti: ·a his and her st~dy· 
His 
By Eric Lindbom 
_Staff Writer 
It seems obvious that the 
quality of artistic expression 
displayed by Americans in this 
narcissistic, blow dryer-domi-
nated era has hit abysmal depths 
of unoriginality. 
Nowhere at UMD is this 
increasing lack of expression 
more disappointing than ,in the 
many men's restrooms that 
l\fe scattered across the campus. 
The quality of defacement has 
reached a totally embarrassing 
leve. 
The · men's bathroom wall 
was once the open area aviil-
able for caustic, rebust 
comments on American current 
events. The bathroom wall was 
(at one time) the pulpit all 
could preach from, the soapbox 
all could stand on. Toilet walls 
have been and should be the 
pla_ce . where everyone can 
express himself, regardless of 
race, creed, or GPA. 
Yet, with such fascinating 
topics as philosophy, economic 
theory, and the price of wheat 
in Nebraska to consider, today's 
graffiti scribblers are supplying · 
the world with a tacky package 
of shoddy obscenity and blatant 
racism. 
A visit to different men's 
rooms around the UMD campus 
instantly verifies that the state 
of the art at UMD nears dissi-
pation. 
The worst example of brain-
less graffiti is found in the 
notorious Kirby 104 bathroom, 
perhaps the Detroit of multi-
toilet facilities. Upon entering, 
a writer is hit with a burst of 
hot air that hinders the creative 
drive. Perhaps the jungle temp-
. eratures the bathroom is 
operated at (making Valley 
Forge seem like Bermuda) are 
one reason why the graffiti is 
so poor. Ninety per cent of it 
is so blatantly obscene that it 
would make a pornographic 
artist in Sodom or Gomorrah 
blush. 
How can anyone enjoy the 
performance of certain excre-
tory functions if that unfor-
tunate toilet sitter must read a 
limerick as mundane, as the 
following: 
There once was a queer from 
Eau Clair, 
Who loved to - on the 
stair. 
But the ba- .. ister broke, so 
he doubled his stroke and 
finished her off in mid-air. 
Compare this pitiful etching 
to Carl Sandburg's "Chicago," 
or Yeats' - ' 'Ode' to a Grecian 
Um." The symbolism is non-
existant, the pentameter struc-
ture is sophomoric. Perhaps, 
even Rod McKuen could outdo 
that work. l How about, ''Whip me, beat 
I me, make me write bad checks?" 
' In this quotation, taken from a 
lavatory adjacent to the library, 
the , reader is perplexed. The 
, writer didn't .l>other to elaborate 
or even t.o invite his audience 
into his depression. No cathar-
sis is created, which is pretty 
unexcusable considering that 
most · readers are captive 
· audience members. 
Commonly , graffiti writers 
1 will proclaim, "Rolling Stones 
are king," or "Neil Young is 
.number one." The writer gives 
no reason to justify his thesis. 
A one-sentence argument is 
hardly convincing, even to a 
diarrhea-ridden illiterate. If a 
reader comes across the written 
statement, '"The West Coast Pop 
Art Promotion Band is number 
one," why should he accept 
the contention? 
Humor on the walls these 
days is morbid and uninspired. 
Try these one-liners out for 
size: "Jimmy Hoffa is alive and 
well and living in a hubcap." 
An arrow pointing tc;> a toilet 
paper roll labels it as "a UMD 
diploma." '"The first iron miner 
resulted from a smelt mating 
with an ore boat." I hardly think 
such inane bits of" pseudo-wit 
stand up to even the worst of 
Jules Feiffer or Phillip Roth. 
One can't help thinking (as 
one often does on a toilet) 
that if the many anonymous 
cartoonists who draw graphic 
sketches of the private parts 
of the female anatomy could 
-constructively channel their 
efforts, the world could enter 
. a ne0-realistic art period. 
Though the amount of debate 
one finds on the walls is hor-
ribly un-0nified, the idea of 
using the wall for a m'arket-
place of conflicting opinions has 
survived in a debased form. 
Though the arguments are not in 
· the Clarence Darrow tradition, 
at least there's some communi-
cation going on. 
The racist comment: "Black 
is beautiful, tan is ·grand but the 
white man is always the boss 
mant brought about forgettable 
but relieving rebuttals from 
some enlightened toilet paper 
roll spinners. 
"Racists like you are living 
proof that pregnancy can occur 
from a toilet seat." Not much, 
. but the writer shoulr get a D 
for trying.· 
A more expressive reply came 
from another anonymous con-
tributor : "I can't believe that 
supposedly open minded college 
students would make the 
remarks I read here. It reflects 
your disadvantaged background 
or close-minded parents." A 
better argument, let's give the 
writer a · C for the motive, dis-
regarding his pseudo-psychoan-
alysis. ' 
The bible bangers seem to 
lack ; • creativity on the 
, bathroom wall, restricting them-
selves. to that oft-quoted passage 
from John: "For .God so lov6d 
the world." The inevitable "Je-
sus saves," was re-vamped into 
"Jesus saves · at St. Louie," or 
"Jesus saves and Harrington 
makes the rebound." At least 
the secular cynics are trying 
something different. 
Still, though the wide array 
Q,f bathroom graffiti is univer-
sally mundane, occasionally a 
. passage is discovered 'by much 
digging by the toilet flusher . 
tliat makes hi_s trip worth it. 
Read this classic, swiped from 
the third stall in the Griggs "C" 
Section bathroom: "When the , 
modes of music change, the 
walls of the city will shake.-
Plato'·' Next to it one can read, 
"There's a whole lot of shaking 
; going on-Chuck Berry" 
Hers 
By A.M. Johnson 
Staff Write.r 
Do you need advice? A list-
ening ear? Don't bring your 
problems to Ann Landers or 
Dear Abby. . _ 
Where to you· ask? The 
bathroom wall. 
Ever · notice the Dear J ohri 
letters while you've casually 
been powdering your nose? 
. Bathroom graffiti has been 
around along time. Should 
we clean up our act? 
The bathroom wall offers· 
more than just a few Dear 
John letters though-read a 
few walls; it's kind of like a 
.nation~ enquir~~: A door or 
wall offers everything from 
poetry to prose, Dear John 
.letters to racist remarks. But 
hasn't it been said that this 
is a free world? 
Philosophies are given out 
more thatn they are ' wanted 
· in this world anyway-but there 
are some that do have more 
than face value. 
For instance take this line,-
"lt's tough to loose your 
lover when your heart is full 
of hope. But it's worse to I 
lose your towel when your 
eyes are full of soap." What 
more is needed to be said? 
Then there are letters of 
desoair. Here is . an example 
of a true dilema. · ·· 
_ ,..·Help. .Help. ·I used to go ou! 
with this guy and r fell in 
love wnh ·him. Th~n he de-· 
cided that he didn't want a 
· steady girlfriend. Now when 
I see him or he sees me we just 
ignore each other. But I still 
love him, What should I do?" 
Forget him, is a typical 
rep~. . 
Or if you didn't like tnat 
one try this one . "I'm depres-
sed over my man." Response_: 
"Yeah, but you'd be oppressed 
under him. ·· -
And don't forget there is 
always the exploited sex prob-
lems plastered over the walls. 
With these come all the advice 
in the world. • "Don't go 1o 
bed with him." "Why not, 
get some excitement," 
It's kind of like the good 
angel 'and t11e devil at the con-
venienc6 of your bathroom wall, 
all you have to do is choose. 
Along with the expressions of 
personal problems there are al-
ways self esteem proficies. 
"Donuts make my stomach 
hurt." Heavy philosoohv. Or 
"Women are like beautiful 
flowers." " Speak for youself, 
I'm an eagle." " A flower , 
an eagle, what's the difference." 
Have you ever been excreting 
your wastes and felt as if your 
every move was being watched, 
and when · you looked at the 
door you saw a great big-" 
SMILE YOUR ON CANDID 
CAMERA!" . Kind of makes 
-Y<>!! · foel self conscious huh? 
-·.Aft!lr:-the initial shock' from 
the lights camera and action. 
settle down to vividly imagine 
heartwarming poetry. 
Space is deep. 
Stars occupy minute area 
of space? 
A few billion here, 
A few billion there. 
As if seeking refuge in numbers. 
Makes you think. But for 
all the deep philosophical 
·and writings on the wall there is 
one that has true face and 
inner value. "If you love some-
thing set it free. If it comes 
back to you it is yours, If it 
doesn't, it never was.: : 
. In this world there are 
,!l!ways those who write gra-
ffiti, those who 
read graffiti and those who 
write in disgust-"Can't any 
one take an innocent s-t in 
this place with out having to 
look at all this childish graff-
iti." 
Are we all destined to be 
future graffiti writets? 
Do we all have the urg~ to 
make public our bits and 
pieces of ~isdom? Who knows, 
maybe someday Dear Abby 
will invade the bathrooms. 
That's right! All you need is your TRIUMPHANT 
TOWEL and you'll be the best dressed body this 
weekend for the Notre Dame hockey series. So what 
if the weather is cold. And you freeze your whatever 
off. Mr. J's has both the prevent medicine and the cure. 
We've got hot anti-freeze, cold anti-freeze and everything 
in between. Before the game our beer is cheap, after 
the game the action is · hot. So make it J's for the 
weekend. Bulldog headquarters in Downtown Duluth. · 
GOOD LUCK DOGS AGAINST THE /RISH! 
Mr. J's'Cocktail Emporium 








expected for pucksters 
By Bob Nygaard 
Staff Writer top of the WCHA , but since 
that t ime they have been slump-
ing at a decreasing ra te , losing 
11 out of their last 18 games. 
One of the Irish 's bright 
spots has been the goaltending 
of Internat ional Falls native 
Dave Laurion. The freshm an has 
been among the top league 
goalies in the goals against-
department an~ currently hoasts 
a respectable 4 .55 average. 
February 8, 1979 
Let's face it. After the UMD 
Bulldogs, playing without the 
services of All American Curt 
Giles, split last weekend's series 
with WCHA leader North 
Dako ta on the Siouz's home 
ice, even the most cynical sports 
minds have to agree with the 
coaches' poll, when they gave 
UMD the number one rankin 
ranking in the nation for the 
second straight week . It ' s 
becoming tougher each week to 
find anyone who doesn ' t hink 
UMD is playing some of the 
best hockey in the WCHA. 
UMD has made believers out 
of a lo t of people this year, 
including Notre Dame .Coach 
Lefty Smith, whose troups ven-
ture to the northland this 
weekend for a pair of games 
at the Arena. 
Dave Poulin is Notre Dame's 
top offensive weapon , with 44 
points (23.goals, 21 assists), the 
fre shman stands eighth in WCHA 
scoring. He also has scored 
at least one point in each of the 
last 14 league games. 
The b.ig disadvan tage the Irish 
have going against them is they 
must play three o f the ir four 
remaining series on the road . 
Notre Dame is still very much 
in the thick of things in the 
WCHA ; with a 13-10-1 they are 
in fifth place, only five po ints 
behind league-leading No rth 
Dakota. However, they do have 
one of the toughest remaining 
schedules in the circuit. 
Bulldog defensemen Stan Palmer and Tom Madson tie up.t wo North Dakota players during last 
Saturday 's game in Grand Forks. UMD split t he series, losing 6-4 Friday and winning 7-4 Saturday. .... 
"Going up and playing at 
Duluth is going to be on·e heck 
of a tough job ," said Smith·, 
who has seen his Irish squad 
drop six bf their last ten games. 
They are playing extremely 
well and are the ho ttest team 
in the league . We are really 
going to have to play super in 
order to do well the re." -
Smith has reason to · be 
concerned. The Fighting Irish 
for a brief time this season 
(Nov. 24-Dec. 8) lurked at the 
This weekend's series has 
· b.een sold out except for a 
limited number of standing 
room tickets at t he Arena tick· 
et office. ·--------------· While the Irish struggle, the 
UMD Bulldogs cont inue on thei1 
winning ways. Last weekend '~ 
split at North Dakota left the 
Bulldogs still one point behind 
the Sioux . UMD has won (o r 
tied) in · 14 of their last 16 
contests. 
When you're riding a winning 
mark like UMD has, you' re 
bound to mess around with a 
fe w of the school's records. 
Afte r the w.eekend is over, there 
is a great possibility that a few 
of th'e school'-s records may be 
shattered. 
The ones most likely to fall 
th is weekend , if not the next, 
are : 
• Games won , WCHA season 
! 
The Bulldogs, 14-7-3, are one 
win · off the record of 15, set 
in 197 1-72. UMD has eigh t 
games rem aining, so unless the 
Dogs go in to a four-week coma, 
this is sure to go. 
• Most goals by team , season. 
The current mark of 167 was 
set in 1973-74. This season, the 
Dogs have already pumped in 
157, and since they are aver-
aging a little less fhan 5.5 
goals a game. this record may 
be broken against the Irish . 
That is, of course, unless ND 
goalie Dave Laurion has any-
thing to say about it. 
• Most goals by line, season. 
Back in the 1966-6 7 season, the 
line of Keith "Huffer" Chris-
tiansen , Bruce McCleod and 
cu rrent UMD Assistant Coach 
Pat Francisco combined to pro-
duce one of the league's most 
potent offensive attacks ever, 
finishing one, two, four, re-
spectively , in the WCHA scoring. 
T his season's big gunners. the 
Pavel ich connection (Mark Pave-
lich, Bah Harrington and fresh-
man Scott Carlston) are a mere 
two points behind the legend-
ary Christiansen trio . This record 
Hockey to 8 
G oals not coming as. easy as they used to for UM D's DeGrio 
By_Bob Nygaard 
Staff Writer 
• You would think that scoring 
goals in college hockey would 
be no problem for a guy who has 
made it seem easy most of his · 
career. Unfortunately for UMD's 
Gary De Grio, this is not the 
case. 
Last year, De Grio was one 
of the most sought-after P!ep 
hockey palyers in the state of 
Minnesota. He had an illus-
trious three years· at the Grand 
Rapids high school , playing on 
three state-tournament squads 
:Jt,d being selected to the WCCO 
All · S1 ak team his senior year. 
H~ k d his ·Indian teammates 
11, , l·n, ing his final season, 
1h:t I i11g 26 goals in 27 games. 
In the spring, he signed a letter 
of intent to attend UMD. 
De Grio would now find himself 
playing with the big" boys in 
the WCHA, a league that may be 
Just a lit tle more competitive 
than his old Iro n Range Con-
fe rence. 
In the WCHA, De Grio has 
found things, well, a little rough 
in terms of the scoring depart-
ment. In fact , it wasn' t until 
this past weekend, · over 20 
games into the season , that 
De Grio, who centers Al Cleve-
and and Tom Conroy or Mitch 
Corbin , scored his fi rst WCHA 
goal (the last regular UMD 
forward to do so). That was in 
the first period of Saturday's 
UMD-North Dakota game in 
Grand Forks. The goal gave 
UMD a 4-0 lead enroute to their 
7-4 victo ry over the Sioux. 
" (Tom] Conroy hit me with 
a pass from · our own blueline,'' 
said De Grio, recalling the goal. 
"I was one-on-one with their 
defenseman and I blew right 
around him and scored ." 
The goal gave the centermen 
three points (one goal, two 
assists) on the year, hardly the 
am ount De Grio had planned on 
at the beginning of.. the season . 
" I thought I'd do a lot more 
scoring than I've done," states 
De Grio . "I haven't had as many 
opportunities as I thought I'd 
have." 
While fellow freshmen Bill 
Oleksuk (2 1 goals, 10 assists) 
and Scott Carlston (seven goals, 
18 asststs) seeili' ftl be having 
little trouble.. breaking into the 
college scoring ranks, De Grio 
has found out that playing 
center in college just isn' t the 
same as in high school. 
" You can' t just camp out in 
front of the net in this league 
like you can in high school," 
commented De Grio. "Here the 
defensemen will knock you right 
De G rio got goal number one against North Dakota. 
out of there." 
Last summer, De Grio im-
pressed the US Jun ior Olympic 
coaches enough at their tryout 
in Colorado Springs, Colorado, 
to earn him a spot on the 
squad. While competing with the 
team at the World Tournament 
in Sweden during ·Christmas 
break , De Grio proved that he 
still h as a great deal of scoring 
punch left. Cente ring a line with 
two fellow WCHA 'ers (Dave 
Christian, ND ; and SI eve Uld-
seth , MN) De G rio tallied up 
six points ( one goal and five · 
assists) against-world powers like 
the USSR and Czechoslovakia. 
"T hey play a faster-type 
game over there," boasts the 
Photos by Ed Wicktt 
Grand Rapids native , who is 
one of the fastest skaters on 
the Bulldog club. "They em-
phasize skating and shooting 
more and spend less time on 
checking." 
"Those wide rinks they use 
really force you to do a lot of 
skating. I enjoy that style- of 
play," he continued. 
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UMD's Tim Visina grimaces as he sails airborne at the Fieldhouse Saturday. Photo by Jeff Chri stensen 
U.M.D. runners sprint to second 
straight. indoor track victory 
By Brian Gaus 
Staff Writer 
The Bulldog men's and 
women's track teams took up 
right where they left off last 
year indoors, as they each 
recorded a victory in a trian-
gular meet with Bemidji State 
and Bethel at the UMD field-
house last Saturday. The men 
tallied 49 points to BSU's 39 
and Bethel's.34. 
The men were led by sopho-
more Willie Taylor, who won the 
440-yard dash ( :52 .2) , the long 
jump (20 -11 Y<i) and the triple 
jump ( 42- 3Y<i ). Taylor also 
returned later to join sophomore 
Ken Wurl, junior Ken Patter-
son, and senior Don Peterson 
to win the mile relay in 3 :35.4 . 
Earlier, Wurl had won an excel-
lent mile race in 4:26.7, while 
Patterson had taken second in an 
exciting 1000-yard race in 
2:20.0. 
Peterson was a busy man 
himself, as the talented speed-
ster from Gilbert, via Moorhead 
State, won both the 60 and 
300-yard dashes in :6 .6 and 
:32.9. 
Junior Todd Elmquist was 
also a double winner, barely 
edging senior teammate captain 
Derek Roth in both hurdle 
events. Elmquist also tied for 
second in the high jump with a 
5-10-leap behind teammate Tim 
Visinia's first-place of 6-0. 
Two of the top performances 
for the freshmen came from 
Dave Lowe , who took second in , 
the 600 in an excellent 1 : 1 9 .5, 
and Mike Barnaby, who took 
fourth in the two-mile in 
IO : 14 .5 behind teammate Gene 
Niemi (third in 9:59.7). 
The women's squad could 
take first in only three of the 
12 events but used a great depth 
of seconds and thirds to over-
come their rivals. 
One of the winners for UMD 
was junior captain Julie Horn, 
who looked impressive · as she 
cruised around the track to lap 
the entire two-mile field and 
finish in 11 :34.2. 
The other two firsts came 
from a pair of freshmen. 
·sandy Burgraff won the Jong 
jump in 14-8~, then p~shed 
friend and teammate Pam 
Reinke to the wire in- the 220-
yard dash ; 28.4-28.6 , with 
Reinke first. The two had earlier 
sped :7.7 each to take second 
and third in the 60-yard dash 
with Burgraff getting the nod for 
second. Also, both teamed with 
two other freshmen, Colleen 
Kirkland and Jeanne Fisher, to 
place second in the 4x 176-
realy (I :34.9). 
Other second and third places 
included senior captain Maria 
Shepeck, second in shot-put and 
440, third in high jump; frostJ. 
Maureen Ryan, second in 88'0 
(2 :38 .6), third in mile; frosh 
Kathy Menke, second in hurdles; 
frosh Lori Ewer, third in 440; 
and frosh Cathy Shepeck, third 
in shot-put. The mile relay team 
of Menke, Ewer, and the 
Shepeck sisters also took third . 
Both of Coach Eleanor 
Rynda's squads go into action 
again on Friday, Feb. 16, as ' 
UMD hosts a co-ed meet with 
St. Thomas, Bemidji State, UWS, 
and St. Scholastica in the 
fieldhouse at 7 :00 p.m. 
Pizza and Ital ian Restaurant 
1601 Woodland 
(Across from Mt'. Royal) 
To all UMD and Scholastica students, free delivery 
for two or more pizzas. Delivery until 12:00 mid-
night weekdays, until 1 :30 P.M. Friday and 
Saturday. Open daily at 4 :00 P.M. 'Call 728-3~63 
or 728-3664. Just minutes from campus. 
MONDAY IS BEER NIGHT 10¢ A GLASS 
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George Eskqla 
Contrary to popular belief, I did no t make it to Grand Forks, 
ND, but through the magic of TV I got to see the action without 
having to be in Grand Forks. (It 's kj.nd of like getting to heaven 
without dying.) 
Televising the Bulldog hockey game was a great move by the 
local TV stations. When all the dust had been cleared and all the 
bribes been paid , Channel 10 had the broadcast. The p!ay-by-play 
· coverage left a lot to. be desired, though I can 't say for sure, 
because I became sick of it and watched without sound. I think we 
can be happy in the fact it wasn 't Ken Chapin. Or was it? 
Going into the series with the UNO Sioux, the Dogs' chances 
did not look too bright. Curt Giles, All American defenseman, did 
not even make the trip , and his non-presence on the< ice was dearly 
evident on Friday night, when all we heard was "here comes North 
Dakota one more time." The phrase became well worn by the end 
of the night. The Bulldogs easily could have given up, looked ahead 
to the friendly confines of the Duluth Arena, and been satisfied with 
a split on the season with ND-something a lot of teams would like 
to have. 
But the Dogs didn't give up, even when they lost another defense-
man, Don Hedlund, who will be gone probably for the rest of the 
season. The Bulldogs retained their number orie rating and proved 
to a lot of people, me included, that they just might be the best 
team in the WCHA. 
The series was a physical one from the North Dakota side as they 
played that bruising style that led the Philadelphia Flyers to two 
Stanley Cup championships. There is nothing wrong with physical 
hockey. Hitting has always been a part of hockey and will always 
be, buf there is a difference between physical and dirty, and North 
Dakota is just on the other side of dirty and/or cheap. The Sioux 
think nothing of throwing an elbow or a high stick, which is fine. 
But if a Bulldog player happened to check a ND player, every 
member of that team acted like they had some big crime committed 
against them. Hardly ever did I see a North Dakota player take a 
check without throwing a punch or s)ashing a stick. 
The refs finally started to pick it up on Saturday night and were 
giving penalties to ND. The Dogs just out-hustled the Sioux Saturday 
(giving them three wins over the Sioux for the year). They have 
two wins and a tie against Minnesota and a win and two ties against 
Wisconsin. Thus, the Bulldogs have won all the series with teams that 
are at the top, of the standings with them. The Bulldogs also are 
guaranteed at least a season split with Michigan Tech. The Dogs have 
beaten eyerybody they have had to beat this year, and let's see if 
they can keep it going against Notre Dame. 
Rod Carew 
The king is gone but not forgotten, 
Went in a trade for players rotten . 
Rod Carew not a Twin? It's like Pete Rose not a Red, Wilt 
Chamberlin not a Seventy-sixer, Willy Mays (congratulations) not 
a Giant, or the Pope not an Italian. I know that I predicted that Rod 
would be gone, but it's still hard to handle when the cold, harsh 
9 realities come true. 
Carew did some amazing things while wearing a Twins uniform. 
Never was. I a big twins fan , having been born out-of-state, but Rod 
Carew, who I've seen play at the Met at least 20 times, has probably 
Jock Itch to 15 
You have another right, you know. 
You have the right to 
know about the people 
and services available in 
your community to 
help you during an 
un intended pregnancy. 
e·IRTHRIGHT 
(218) 722-9709 
Call Monday thru Friday , after 4 p.m. 
Free pregnancy testing, 
confidential help 
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Win at Southwest St ke·eps 
cager play~off hopes alive 
Bullfrogs swamp 
foes at Morris 
By Scott Davis 
Staff Writer 
Sparked by a team effo rt, the 
Bulldog cagers breezed past 
Southwest State Tuesday at 
Marshall to conclude their last 
multi-opponent road trip of 
the regular season. 
Led by Gary Opatz with 
18 points, five UMD shoot~rs 
reached double figures in .pro-
pelling the Dogs past the Mus-
tangs 71 -52, marking the fust 
tin1e a UMD' men's roundball 
squad has defeated Southwest 
on their home boards. Behind 
Opatz were Rockne Johnson, 
Ron Metso, Jim MacDonald and 
Tyrone King. ,, 
"'Tyrone took ·charge on 
offense,'' said Head Coach 
George Fisher. "MacDonald hit 
four or five in a row to put us 
in control in the second half." 
Following the Bustand game, 
Men skiiers win 
at Arrowhead 
Both of the UMD ski teams, 
Nordic and Alpine , competed 
this past Friday at lndianhead 
Mt. in Wakefield, Ml. 
The Jnen's Nordic team, led 
by a second-place finish- by 
senior Bill Crawford, finished 
first out of the four teams 
competing. UMD placed all five 
of their skiers in the top ten to 
edge out Michigan Tech by 
eight points. Those placing in 
the top IO besides Crawford 
were : Jim Sylvestre {third), 
Brad Nelson (fourth) , Jeff Del-
wiche (sixth) , and Dave Bridges 
(ninth). · 
Northern Michigan University 
and Lake Sµperior State finishe·d 
third and fourth , respectively, in . 
the Nordic ·team standings. 
The UMD women 's Nordic 
team also competed Friday on 
the same 7.5 km course as the 
men. The women finish~d 
second out of a field of three 
in the team standings .. 
Teressa Brock was the top 
finisher for the women, skiing 
to a fou rth place. Nancy Hoag-
borg and Eve Schmidt placed 
fifth and six. th , respectively. 
The men's Alpine ski team 
continued their winning ways 
also on Friday at Ind ianhead. 
•· Riding behind a fifth and 
sixth place finish in the slalom 
event by Dave Holombe and 
Scott Neustel, the men Al-
piners topped second-place NMU 
in the overall standings to win 
the four-team event (Michigan 
Tech and Goebellic CC also 
partici.pated.). . 
In the giant slalom, Brian 
Seeman and Neustel took second 
and third places, respec tively. 
The women's alpine team 
competed against the same 
schools as the men, but they 
didn' t have as much success 
as their coun terparts, however, 
finishing second to a strong 
NMU squad. Jeanne Zimmer 
(third) and Patti Poirier (fi fth) 
were the top UMD skiers in the 
slalom. Katie Luomala (fifth) 
and Cindi Jones (seventh) were 
likewise in the giant slalom. 
the Bulldogs retained the top 
national mark in free -throw 
accuracy at .772 , while Metso 
ranks tops in field goal per-
centage throw accuracy at . 772, 
while Metso ranks tops in the 
field goal percentage department 
at .664 and third in rebounding 
(9.8) in lifting the Dogs' NIC 
mark to 7-4. 
As far as the playoff sti-
uation goes, UMD is currently 
fourth in the conference, back-
seating ~ankato (9-l). UM · 
Morris · (8-2), and Moorhead 
State (7-3); however, .only two 
NIC learns are eilgible for the 
post season game. Morris 
declared NAIA Division Ill for 
post season status. Therefore , 
barring any end of season . 
miracles, UMD will have to 
show-down Moorhead for the 
remaining playoff spot . 
The toughest challenges for 
the Dogs, should come in borne 
match-ups against Moorhead and 
Morris, in addition to their 
season finale at St. Cloud .. 
Meanwhile, besides ... opposing 
UMD . here, the Mustangs must 
face the one-two NIC punch 
of Mankato and Morris. But 
Fisher is not .counting on other 
teams knocking Moorhead out 
of playoff contention. 
"Next week is our biggest 
week of basketball," he 
declared. If we wil1 the rest of 
our games, we'll get in . Of · 
those games, four of five are at 
home, starting Saturday against 
Michigan Tech. top off time is 
3:00 p.m. in the physical edu-
cation building. Monday the 
Dogs play host to Morris at 
7:30 p.m. , 
Unlike at Southwest, against 
Mankato last Saturday, the Bull-
dogs lacked a well balanced 
attack and failed to repeat as 
victory spoilers for a second 
time against Mankato. 
Despite outstanding indivi-
dual performances on the part of 
Opatz and Metso with 24 and 
27 points, ~espectively, UMD 
could not maintain pace with 
their hosts in the second half 
an<l were throttled 104-77. 
Led by Curt Blark's 26 tal-
lies, the Mavericks thoroughly 
· blew their eight point half-
time edge ·out of proportion . 
"We let the tempo get out of 
· hand in the second half against 
a very goQd running · team," 
Fisher explained. 
Team NIC stats have Metso 
out in front in both field goal 
per cent and scoring with an 
!~LS-point average, closely fol-
lowed by Opatz with 17.3, and 
Rockne Johnson . with 1~7. 
Overall, Opatz is leading at 15.1 






The UMD women's swim-
ming team has been busy 
improving their season record 
to 7-3. 
Head Coach Harry Krampfs . 
prophesy of the three wins in 
Morris came true as the Bull-
"rog women dominated the 
meet, beating the U of North 
Dakota 75-57~ swamping the 
College of St. Catherine's 102-
27; and drowning UM Morris 
114-13. 
Of the 15 events, UMD had 
nine first places, five seconds 
:ind five third-place finishes. 
The first of the champion-
ship meets, which hail the end 
of the season, was held last 
weekend in St. Cloud. Attend-
ing the State College Meet 
were St. Cloud, Bemidji, 
Mankato, Southwest, and 
Winona States ; UM Morris ·and 
UMD. 
St. Cloud won the meet, with 
the Bu!Jfrogs taking second. 
This finish surprised a few 
teams, most notably Mankato, 
who had thought UMD a push-
over after Mankato's early sea-
son win. MSU finished fourth 
behind· Bemidji . 
Coming up for the Bullfrog 
\\'Omen is their last home meet 
of the season. UMD will meet 
Catleton College and St. Olaf 
on Saturday at I :00 p.m. 
The men's team is also 
winding down their season. This 
weekend they will be travelling 
to Southwest State for a dual 
meet Friday night, and then to 
• ' . comng ... 
St. John's for a dual meet 
Saturday . The men have only 
these two meets and one more 
dual meet with Bemidji State 
before they return to Southwest 
for-the NIC Conference Meet. 
Hockey. from 6 
will probably last for the fi rst 
line shift Friday night. 
• Most goals-individual , season. 
Last weekend in Grand Forks, 
WCHA scoring leader Mark Pave-
lich tallied five points to bring 
his season total to 65 , wiping 
out Dan Lempe's school record 
· of 64 points, set in 1976-77 , 
Lempe's freshnlan year. Th is 
weekend, the Eveleth scoring 
wizar.d should break another. 
Pav, with 27 overall-goals in 
iust three shy 0f Lyman Haak-
stad's mark of 30 set in I 973-
74. 
o Most shorthanded goals-indi-
vidual, season. Senior forward 
John "Bah" Harrington set the 
record with five shorthanded 
tallies last year . This year, 
Harrington has four, but with 
the infrequency of Bulldog 
penalties this season, the 
Virginia native may need some 
time on this one. 
WELCOME TD THEJDB MARKET 
. What's your best bet in today 's marketplace? What 
can you expect from your first job? Need it be a nine-
to-five one? These and many other questions related 
to entering the job market will be discussed in this 
issue of " lnsider'~the free supplement to your 
college newspaper from Ford. 
Ford hopes these tips about what awaits you in 
the job market will help you start your career off on 
the right track. And if you 're in the market for a 
new car or trnck, we also hope you 'll check out the 
great lineup of '79 Fords. 
Look for "/nsk;Jer"--
Ford's continuing series of 
college newspaper supplements. 
FORD 
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Jones/Lewis show 
No Jones·' 
but no matter 
. 
as jazz giant 
By Jim Michels 
Staff Writer 
Sensational sounds exploded 
from the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis 
Orchestra in the Kirby Ballroom 
Saturday night. 
Right from the start it was 
easy to tell that this would be 
one of those special evenings 
that are so rare to Duluth 
pzz enthusiasts. 
The band began with a 
good , quick, swing tune, "Roto-
man. "A perfect opener, "Roto-
Man" is definitive "Big Band" 
Jttl, complete with strong 
melodic lines, a rich, full en-
rmble sound and plenty of 
lllo breaks. 
One element was obviously 
missing though, and after the 
first tune, drummer and band 
De Franco 
guests 
leader Mel Lewis explained, 
''Thad is unable to play his 
horn right now, so he decided to 
remain in Eu-rope and not 
join the band for this tour." 
No one seemed remarkably 
upset, because although Hones is 
an excellent flugelhom and 
coronet player, his best work is 
done with his mind, imagina-
tion, a pen and some staff 
paper. His compositions are 
uniquely beautiful and have 
been recognized and appreciated 
throughout the world for many 
years. Everyone knew that 
although Thad was in Europe, 
his presence would be felt 
throughout the show. 
After the intense first chart, ' 
the band then calmed the 
audience with a soft ballad 
written as a tribute to Duke 
Surpri~ guest star ltNNy DefraRCo. Photos b y J im M ichels 
Ellington , called "Thank You." 
Featuring several of the or-
chestra's outstanding musicians, 
the tune was highlighted by its 
haunting harmonies and the 
contrast of the flugelhorn and 
tenor sax, which carried the 
theme. 
Orchestra. 
When drummer Lewis and 
horn player/composer Jones 
formed their band in J 965, 
they were fighting for what 
seemed a lost cause. I mean, 
who seriously believed that 
anyone could resurrect the 
sounds of the 30s and 40s while 
Jones/Lewis band behind him 
was a real treat. Buddy's clari-
net sang the song of "Yester-
day" ( one of the charts he 
performed with the· band), the 
soothing, dreamy tone of his 
horn capturing the audience 
totally. Buddy De Franco is the . 
best jazz clarinetist alive, and he 
proved it to all of us on Satur-
day. 
After a snappy bosa nova 
provide.ct a change of pace, 
Mel announced that because of 
Thad's absence, the band was 
touring with a special guest 
soloist. ~ heard two older men 
enthusiastically exclaim, "Yea, 
all right, great!" as Buddy De 
Franco hopped on stage. De 
F,anco, a veteran of the Big 
Band Era, playing his clarinet 
with the Gle)ln Miller and 
Tommy Dorsey bands during 
their heyday, is the perfect 
compliment to the Jones/Lewis 
the Beatles were turning the 
musical world on its ear. 
The orchesha got its break 
by gaining a chance to play at 
the Village Vanguard, the oldest 
and most renowned jazz club 
in the world. Proprietor Max 
Gordon loved their sound aJid 
the W became the home of 
the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis Or-
chestra . . 
Now, 14 years later, the band 
has been acclaimed by Down· 
beat Magazine (the bible of 
jazz), been nominated for 12 
grammy awards, and toured the 
world several times. 
The band was fabulous, as 
was Jones' music, and the crowd 
was mesmerized for the total 
two -and a half hours. Perhaps 
the most outstanding of the 
band's gifted personnel was 
pianist Jim McNeily. He was 
featured on almost every tune 
and never ceased to dazzle us 
with his talents. 
The show went on as com-
plementing mellow ballads and 
driving swing charts pushed and 
pulled the audience between 
bliss and frenzy. Many of 
Jones' greatest works, such as 
"A Child ls Born," and "Little 
Rascal on a Rock," were per-
formed with precision. 
While other big bands, such 
as Woody Herman's Thundering 
Herd, have diversified and begun 
to play some jazz-rock and the 
other more current forms of 
music, Thad and Mel have stuck 
to the music of the Swing Era. 
''Today's music is pure garbage," 
Mel said disgustedly. "It all 
sounds the ame." When asked 
if Big Band was making a come-
back, Mel exclaimed, "Yes, it's. 
doing great. Four new clubs 
have_ opened in New York . in 
the last couple of years with 
some great new bands." And 
so it is in the Big Band Era 
that Lewis and De Franco got 
their start and prefer to stay. 
As the second half of the 
show started, Mel stated tlrnt 
he was glad the humidity of the 
hall had gone up. "I don't feel 
l 've accomplished anything or 
had a good time unless I sweat." 
Everyone chuckled, but by the 
end of the concert, after the 
foot iapping, head-bobbing 
crowd of intense jazz lovers 
had experienced the Thad Jones/ 
Mel Lewis Orchestra, with 
Buddy De Franco; I noticed 
something. Mel was sweating, 
and so were we. 
The opportunity to hear 




By David K. Ayers 
Staff Writer 
Fame is an opiate. Otherwise inteligent, rational, and decent 
persons have transformed into froth-mouthed, back-stabbing, head-
line hounds in the aftermath of seemingly harmless doses. It' s likely 
that practicaly everyone is a potential addict. 
With most of us, the prospect of public adulation is limited to 
brief, self-indulgent daydreams, daydreams in which we are alowed 
to speculate upo n our behavior in the unlikely event that fame 
comes knocking. What if? 
Naturaly, we ail handle it wel-like Kathryn Hepburn. We sign 
autographs, visit children's hospitals, do telethons for worthy causes. 
Of course we do spend a reasonable amount of time in the Riviera 
sipping Perrier water. We are thoughtful, kind, benevolent. We are 
gentle, and above al, h umble. 
But what if it happened to the other guy. Someone not nearly _as 
worthy? What if? 
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How ab8ut that unkempt, mouthy twerp that used to smoke 
Camels in the can in fourth grade? He probably did fourth grade a 
couple times. The kid was a  product of a 6roken home and his 
mother drank too much. But no mater. He was a loser; he would 
never am ount to anything, and his classmates made sure he knew it. 
His only real friend  was the chip on his shoulder, and he always 
wanted just o ne chance to realy show everyone  he cou ld be some-
bo dy. 
Eleanor Pijut, left, and Kris Harvey ponder their fate in "The Children's Hour." 
Malcolm  McLaren is an entrepreneur. A while  back he  had this 
idea for a rock and rol band:  dress an all-male band like girls and 
have them  play realy fast, realy loud, and realy angry. America 
in 1972 wasn't q uite ready for this, so McLaren's brainchild, T he 
New York Dols, enjoyed moderate succ~ss at best. Bu t they did 
manage to gain a solid cult folowing and  McLaren was encouraged 
by this.  Rather than abandon the schem e entirely, he made some 
changes. The band began dressing like storm troopers. It didn' t 
help. The Dols folde d and McLaren went back to the drawing 
board. 
"Children's Hour" no child's play 
McLaren was convinced that his idea-shock rock-would work 
if the timing and personnel were right. Takirig musical inspiration 
f,·om the Ramones, a bare-bones band mal<ing waves in the U.S., 
M, : 0ren decided the troubled times in Britain were perfect for a 
a11o 'I,•, assault. In 1976, he began his search for The Sex Pistols. 
h -im · he beginning it was a McLaren scheme. The Sex Pistols 
were·pu: together in much the same way as the Mo_nkees; they were 
hand-picked by their manager-producer. They didn' t have to be 
musicians; they just had to be right for the part, which, in this case, 
meant outrageous, o bnoxious, and angry social outcasts. McLaren 
did a tremendous job of casting. 
John Simon Ritch\e became a central figure in the band. He was 
dubbed Sid Vicious, and finding, for the firs.t time in his life, respect 
and adulation from thousands of young Britons, he did his best to 
live up to his name. For his entire "life he was shunned for being 
disgusting.  Suddenly he was being revered for being as repulsive as 
he possibly could. And while the press was generaly negative, this 
lifetime loser was making headlines around the world. 
Sid Vicious was no hero. He was a confused and talentless pawn 
in Malcolm McLaren's quest for fortune. He was exploited. At the 
age of 2 1, he died of an overdose of heroin and fame. And Malcolm · 
McLaren is back at the drawing board. · 
By Eric Lindbom 
· Staff Writer 
" The Children's Hour," even 
afte r  4 0 years, is a victim of its 
subject Jnater. Because the plot 
deals with two female teachers 
whose lives are destroyed by a 
liar's accusation thay they\>e 
been lovers, the  play is often 
wrongly over-emphasized as a 
lesbian story. 
This classification is as mis-
guided as referring to "The 
Crucible" as a play about 
witches. 
The UMD theatre depart-
ment  has dubbed 'The Child-
ren's Hour" as an "adult play." 
It doesn't mater whether the 
warning was issued because of 
the play's potentialy controver-
sial nature or to inform par-
ents it's not a bedtime story. 
What' s important is that the 
department is presenting an 
excelent production of a taste-
fuly writen and powerful piece 
of drama. 
The story line is master-
fuly constructed by playwright 
Recreational Sports 
Po·sition Openings 
•••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
: ENTEr MEDICAL : 
• • 
: SCHOOL : 
• • • IN AUGUST 
-~
Pay only on 
Acceptance 
W .H .O . recognized 
For application & I nformatlon 
Write • 
Prove_n Med lcal  Student • 
•  Placement Service • • •  100 La Sale St. ·  
• New York, NY 10027 • 
• or cal • 
• (212) 865-4949 e 
• • • • . - .
····················~ 
Applications now being accepted 
for salaried supervisiors 
( stude_nts) for 1979-80 year. 
current freshman & sophomore· 
preferred 
contact 
Recreational Sports Ofice 
726-7128 
Lilian Helman to show the 
audience the creation of an 
ugly falsehood and its progres-
sion to a destructive end. 
The first act ends as the lie 
is being concocted, the second 
act shows how it i's spread, and 
the third spotlights-the teachers' 
social alienation because of it. 
The final third of the play 
contains two sequences that are 
likely entries in any book of 
dramatic cutings. 
In the first, one of the 
teachers confronts her fiancee 
with the sad truth that wherever 
they escape, they'l . always 
doubt each other because of the 
lie. 
lri the second , the teacher is 
driven to an unresolved q ues-
tioning of her own sexuality, as 
she begins to believe the lie 
might be true. Her self-apprai-
sal ends in degradation as she 
views herself with disgust. 
The story is set in the 
straight-laced 1930s, which gives 
the -lesbian angle added punch. 
Listening to respectably dre sed 
characters discuss the topic in 
vague terms and hushed whis-
pers is more arresting than 
modern day explicit stories of 
the "Kiling of Sister George" 
variety. 
The acting is generaly first 
rate, with one especialy mem-
orable example. Susan Ritsche's 
portrayal of Mary Tilford, the 
pig tailed monsCer child who is 
responsible for dreaming up and 
spreading the lie, is a stand out. 
Watching her prey on the weak-
nesses of her felow characters 
proves to be disturbing whether 
she's pu1ling at their hair or 
verbaly assaulting them with a 
screeching voice that affects the 
viewer like a fingernail running 
down a chalkboard. 
Some audience members 
admitedly ducked 'out during 
the first intermission, not 
because the script ofended 
them, but because they couldn't 
bear to watch Mary's acts of 
viciousness. 
Eleanor Pijut is restrained and 
convincing as Karen Wright, one 
of the teachers (Whether in-
"Children 's Hour" to 14 
We have Valentines! 
" ~~\i;/ -~ 
t~~  
Reme~ber your Valentine with 
a gift from T'1Veed 
MU Se urn 
si\bif} 
We'l have c~t flowers this Friday and Valentine's Day. 
Register free for a 2 lb. Valentine box of candy. 
KEATON AT HIS BEST 
FRI & SUN FEB 9,11 
8PM BOl-l.90 -$1.1 ,o 
; I TESMA·N >. . ~--- -. -~our· by,;, hour, J"· '-t.. • /· , • ,,,. 
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Weekly. calendar of events 









SOTA K 323 
Health Service K 335 
Biology Seminar LSci 185 
Student Service Fee Com, K 355 
Young,Life K 355 
Coffee House- Dave Bonnicato Bull Pub 
"The ~hildren's Hour" MPAC 














Com. Dept. Search Com. K 351 · 
IV Bible Study K 301 
IV Prayer Group K 301 
English Club HU 412 
BSD Task Force K 301 
Com. Dept. Search Com. K 335 · 
Chemistry Seminar Chem 246 
IV Bible Training Seminar ABAH 225, 
235,245 
Hockey UMD vs. Notre Dame 
KPB film "The Navigator/Sherlock, Jr." 
BohH 90 












IV Bible Training Seminar ABAH 225, 
235, 245 . 
Pharmacy College Admission Test LSci 185 
Cemmerce Testing Chem 156 
American College Test BohH 90, HE 70, 80 
Newman Assoc. Mass K 311 
Hockey UMD vs. Notre Dame 
Basketball UMD vs. Michigan Tech PE 
''The Children's Hour" MPAC 










IV Bible Training Seminar ABAH 224, 
235, 245 
Lutheran Worship 
Newman Assoc. Mass 
Planetarium Show "Eclipse" 
Rug Concert Ballroom 
KPB film ''The Navigator/Sherlock, Jr." 
BohH 90 










IV Bible Study K 301 
Advisory Board Com. on Aging K 311 
CRA New Testament Study K 333 















CRA Bible Study K 301 
Supportive Services K 333 
French Table K 351 
Leif Bnish "Survey of Video Imaging" 
Rafters TV Lounge · 
J-Bo.ard K 323 
Pre-Med Club MWAH 191 
Scuba Club K 250 
lntervarsity Ballroom 
Kappa Delta Pi K 3 11 
Coffee House-"Bermuda Triangle" Bull Pub 






. - - ·--
11 :30 
Soc. Dev. Search Com. K 333 
CPR Demonstx:ation Kirby Lounge .. 
Prof. J. C. Guiral, ''The After-effects· of the 
Spanish Civil War," ABAH 225 












Supportive Services K 335 
CRA Religion and Sexism K 333 
Circle K K 311 
Panhellenic Coucnil K 333 
Soc.- Anthro. Club ABAH 323 
Gamma Omicron Beta K 311 
Gamma Sigma Sigma K 250 
Sigma Phi Kappa LSci 160 




Alpha Nu Omega K 323, Lsci 112 
Alpha Phi Omega K 355 
Women's Task Force K 351 






Registration for Seniors Ballroom 
Torrance Hall Bible Study K 333 




10:00 Press Review 
10:15 Mid-morning Report . -
10:30 Mon.&Thurs.: Topics in Human Sexuality 
Tues.: Foundations of American Nationalism 
Wed.: Migizi 
11 :00 Noon Song 
' 2:00 Workshop 
4:45 Newsbreak 
5 :00 Harmony of the Spheres 
8:00 Insight 
9:00 Album Feature 
(Wed.: Economic Perspectives) 
9:30 Mon.&Thurs.: Topics in Human Sexuality 
Tues.: Foundations of Ail)erican Nationalism 
Wed.: Migizi 
10:00 Jazz Expansions 
1 :00 Sign-off 
fRIDAY 
6:00 Awakening 
10 :00 Economic Perspectives 
10: 15 Mid-mornil)g Report 
• 
10:30 Foundations of American Nationalsim 
11 :00 NoonSong 
2:00 Folk N' Blues 
4 :45 News Break 
5 :00 Harmony 
8:00 Insight 
9:00 Album Feature 
9 :30 Foundations of American-Nationalism 
10:00 Jazz Expansions 
· 12:00 Moondance 
· 3 :00 Sign-off 
SATURDAY 
9:00 Awakening 
12:00 Soul Arrival 
3:00 Folk Migrations 
5:30 Jazz Alive! 
7:30 Consider the Alternatives 
8 :00 Third World of Music 
8:30 Equal Voice 
9:00 Jazz Expansions 
12:00 Moondance 




3 :00 Blues N' Things 
6 :00 One for the Road 
7 :00 The American Music Sampler 
8:00 Something for your Head 
8 :30 Marconi's Wireless 
9:00 Jazz Expansions 
12:00 Sign-off 
ALBUM FEATURES 
9:00 P.M. (Wed. 9: 15) 
• 
8 Larry McNeely "Live at McCabes" 
9 James Morrison "Pure Genius" 
12 Percy Mayfield "Best Of' 
13 Snuffy Jenkins "Carolina Bluegrass" 
14 Malcolm Frager "Plays" 
15 Sharon Isbin "Classical Guitar" 
. HARMONY FEATURES 
8 Duluth-Superior Symphony Orchestra Previe~: 
Mozart Symphony No. 39; Villa-Lobos: Bachianas 
Brasileiras No. 5; Berg: Seven Early Songs; Strauss: 
Till Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks 
9 Manfredini: Concerti, Op. 3, Nos. 2, 3, 7, and 8 
Copland: Daffzon Cubano, and Four Piano Blues 
12 Dvorak: Piano Concerto in G Minor, Op. 33 
Paul Chihata: Ceremony III 
13 Geminiani: Concerti Grossi, Op. 7, Nos 1, 3, Ind 5 
George Crumb: Makrokosmos, Vol. II 
14 Haydn: Symphony No. 15 in D Major 
Francois Morel: Me duele Espana 
15 Igor Kipnis Plays Harpsichord Music by J. S. Bach 
INSIGHT 
8:00P.M. 
8 Poisoned Power 
9 Sleep and Dreams 
12 Alternatives to the Atom: The Sun 
13 The Damage Done by Nuclear Tests 
,I 
14 People, Pride and Politics: Farm Organizing 
Epilepsy: Bannister and Scott • 
15 Taxpayers Revolt: Are Limits Desirable? 
· JAZZ EXPANSIONS 
8 "Mingus and Friends in Concert" ~ 
9 ''Town Hall Concert" 
12 ' 'Pithycanthropus Erectus" 
13 ''Tonight at Noon" 
14 "Wonderland" 
15 "The Art of Charles Mingus" 
THE MARCONI'S WIRELESS THEATRE 
. 11 "Abominable Snowman" 
. 
Wo/Men Resource Center 
Wo/Men Resource Center is located in Room 366 of 
the UMD Library. This center was established to make 
available a diverse paperback resource collection per-
taining to wo/men's-interests. 
The following books are new purchases acquired for 
the Wo/Men Center: · 
Are You As Good A Mate As You Think You Are? 
by Rubin Carson 
Behind the Sex of God by Carol Ochs 
Book of Women's Achievements by Joan and 
Kenneth Macksey 
Coping- A Survival Manual for Women Alone by 
Martha Yates 
How Women Can Get The Best Jobs-And Keep 
Them by Marilyn Evans 
The Joy of Money by Paula Nelson 
The Ladies of Seneca Falls- The Birth of Woman's 
Rights Movement by Miriam Gurka 
Living Together- A Guide to the Law for Unmarried 
Couples by Barbara B. Hirsch 
Mary, A Fiction by Mary Wollstonecraft 
Memoirs of Gluckel of Hameln by Gluckel 
A New Life Plan- A Guide for-the Divorced Woman• 
by Louise Montague 
Pink Collar Workers- Inside the World of Women's 
Work by Louise Kapp Howe 
The Proceedings of the International Tribunal on 
Crimes Against Women, ed. Diana Russel 
Resume Preparation Manual- A Step-by-Step Guide 
for Women (Catalyst) 
Root of Bitterness- Coduments of. the Social History 
of American Women, ed. Nancy Cott 
Single Blessedness by Margaret Adams 
What Are Little Girls Made Of?- The Roots of 
Feminine Stereqtypes by Elena Bianini Belotti 
· Women and Equality-changing Patterns in American 
Culture by William H. Chafe 
Women's Health Care in the Twin Ports- A Handbook 
and Directory by Gayle Bazzachini et al . 
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Spring quarter registration 
Spring Quarter registration times and places have 
Ileen established as follows: 
PRE-REGISTRATION :departments participating are 
111ed in the student. registration packet and will 
'5tribute course cards on Feb. 13 and 14 in department 
offices. 
REGISTRA TlON 
Feb. IS-seniors, 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in Kirby 
lallroom (all UMD classes will be in session. Students 
.. ving classes during assigned time of registration may 
agister at a later hour). 
Feb. 16-juniors, 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in Kirby 
lallroom (Classes will be in session.) 
March 9-new student registration 10:00 a.m. to 
12:00 p.m .. physical education building. 
March 12-sophomores, freshmen, returning special 
1udents, and cross-registration for UWS and CSS 
ludents, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., physical education 
luilding. 
Financial aid stateme~t 
Almost all students qualify for some form of financial 
lid under 1978 Middle Income Student Assistance Act. 
llore money is available for grants, need determination 
I more liberal, and all recipients of the Guaranteed 
Student Loan will receive interest benefits. Students 
lllould be encouraged to apply by March I for 1979-80 
priority consitleration. 
Artists interchange 
Artist Andrew Leicester, whose work concentrates 
on landscape that constantly transforms itself through 
growth and erosion, will be at the Court Gallery of 
UMD's Tweed Museum of Art at 7:30 p.m. Monday. 
Deb. 12, to meet and discuss his work with area artists. 
Leicester is coming to UMD as part of the Artists 
Interchange Program which brings artists and critics to 
lhe campus to meet with area professionals and residents 
ut contemporary issues and trends. 
Leif Brush, assistant professor of art at UMD and 
coordinator of the programs, said that Leicester's work 
ieflects a longtime interest in engineering and geology.· 
-His work does nof violate the landscape, but becomes 
II organic part of it," Brush added. 
Leicester's "Alluvial Fan" was in the Walker Art 
enter's Mississippi River exhibition and his 1974 
piece appropriately called the "Minnesota Highway 
froject" is visible in the landscape along a 30-mile 
lrttch of Highway 52 northeast of Rochester. It 
consists of six monumental graphic marks that appear 
_, change configurations on the landscape as the viewer 
irives by. 
1nancial support workshop 
A workshop designed to provide insight into the 
plexities of funding and to help develop skills in 
uring financial support for programs will be held 
Wednesday , Feb. 21 , at the University of Minnesota , 
~luth. 
Intended for professionals and paraprofessionals who 
fact the challenge of securing grant money, the 
workshop is scheduled from 9 :00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in 
loom 250 of UM D's Kirby Student Center. 
Coordinator Nancy Hooyman , associate professor 
M UMD's School of Social Development, said the work-
p will focus on increasing knowledge and skills in 
11ch areas as developing an idea into a fundable pm-
sal, researching funding sources and writing a program 
J'Oposal. 
Hooyman noted that a number of factors are 
contributing to the need for more .knowledge and 
mproved skills in fundraising . "Foundations are 
diminishing in both numbers and dollars, more money 
needed t(} maintain existing programs while govern-
tal programs and priorities are changing 
tinuously. These and other factors make fundr'aising 
re difficult and challenging than in previous years," 
said. 
There is a $30 registration fee for the workshop 
is limited to 30 individuals. Those wishing to 
icipate should register by Feb. 16. 
Information and registration materials are available 
gh the University Continuing Education and Ex-
·on, Oulu th Center, 726-81 13. 
Amnesty International 
/ 
The UMD chapter of Amnesty International USA 
meets today at 4:00 p.m. at Campus Ministry House , 
315 W. St. Marie St. AIUSA is a part of a worldwide 
human rights organization working for the release of 
prisoners of conscience. Ms. Sue Dingle of the 
Minneapolis-St. Paul chapter will meet with the UMD 
group and share in their Urgent Action work afternoon. 
All are welcome. 
Jazz concerts scheduled 
Two jazz concerts are scheduled next week at t11e 
University of Minnesota, Duluth. 
The top UMD jazz combos and UMD Jazz Ensemble 
Ill are featured in the first concert at 8:00 p.m. Wed-
nesday, Feb. 14, in the Marshall Performing Arts Center. 
The combos will perform music ranging from ''be-b1)p" 
to original compositions by members of the group. while 
the band will perform a variety of numbers ranging from 
very slow Basie to Dan Haerle's "Jes Fine ." 
The second concert the following night. Thursday. 
Feb. 15, is also s.cheduled for 8:00 p.m. at the Marsha~! 
Center and features the UMD Jazz Ensemble· I which 
will open the evening's performance with two "super 
up-tempo" Basie numbers. They will also perform such 
pieces as Thad Jones' "Little Pixie II," a jazz rock piece 
by Sammy Nestico entitled "Bundle O'Funk." an 
extended piece by Dave Baker and an original piece by 
UMD senior Paul Peterson, a member of the band . 
There is a single admission price of $1.50 for adults 
anci $ I for students for both concerts. Admission to one 
entitles patrons to attend the second concert free. 
Admission to only one concert is the same as for both 
concerts combined. Tickets will be available at the 
door. . . 
George Hitt, director </ jazz studies at UMD, said 
that proceeds from both concerts would be used toward 
expenses ·for the Head of the Lakes Jazz·Jestival which 
will be held on campus in late April. ,r-, 
New Psychology course 
The psychology ,department of UMD is offering a 
new cou ri;e beginning Spring Quarter, 1979. 
Psy. 3960 Special Topics: Psychological Aspects of 
Leadership, three credits; prerequisite 3701 (Personal) 
or 3704 (Industrial) Tuesday-Thursday, 1:00 to 2:15, 
Bohannon Hall 311. 
This course will provide exposure to current_ 
knowledge and thinking about leadership to help parti-
cipants work with and understand their own leaders 
better and to develop and achieve their personal 
leadership goals. · 
Enrollment is limited to 20 people. Orienting from 
key research studies, learning activities will include 
case and movie discussions, individual projects, group 
role playing, assessment and decision-making exercises, 
text and closed reserved readings. Bernard J. Covner 
will be the instructor. 
Tutorial help for veterans 
As it nears the end of the quarter, UMD Veterans are 
reminded that free tutorjal help is available. To be 
eligible , you must be attending UMD on a half-time or 
more basis and be showing a deficiency in a course of 
instruction . Maximum rate is $69 per month and does 
not affect monthly GT Bill entitlements. For further 
information contact Veterans Programs in 14 Adminis-
'tration Building or call 726-8581, Ext. , 25. 
Clockwork Orange 
The movie "Clockwork Orange" will be presented 
by the Sociology-Anthropology Club on Thursday, 
Feb. 15 at 7:00 p.m. in Bohannon Hall 90. Dr. Barry 
Schreiber will be present to lead discussion and answer 
any questions. Th-ere is no charge for admission. All 
faculty and students are invited to attend. 
Childrens show auditions 
1 
Auditions for "The Mousetrap," by Agathie Christie 
and "Wiley and the Hairy Man," by Jack Stokes ( touring 
children's show), are Feb. 10 and 11 at 2 :00 p.m. 
For further information, check the bulletin board 
outside the Theatre Office. 
Photography exhibition 
"Fantasy Images," a photography show of recent 
works by Joseph Boudreau, assistant professor of art 
at UMD, opens Tuesday, Feb .• 3, at UMD's Tweeo 
Museum of Art. 
The exhibition features a selection of color photo-
graphs of a variety of subjects qnd continues through 
Feb. 25 at Tweed's Studio Gallery. 
Boudreau describes his work as "experimental color 
environments," which he says he achieved through 
controlled variation of basic image fact ms · such as 
exposure, filter combinations, and lighting. 
Boudreau's multiple exposure tri-color filter variation 
photographs are being shown at Tweed following exhibi-
tions in Texas, Rhode Island, California and Virginia. 
In the latter two states, Boudreau's works were among 
the approximately 70 photographs which were selected 
from over a thousand entries submitted for photography 
exhibitions. 
.The exhibition is supported in part by a grant-in-
aid from the University of Minnesota Graduate School. 
. S.A. travel applications 
Student Association Tr<!vel will be taking applications 
for spring 1979. and 1979-80. Applic.Jt ions may be 
picked up either at Kriby Desk or SA Travel Office. 
Application deadline is Feo. 2 I , I 979. 
Poetry reading tonight 
Duluth poets Kate Basham and Rob Damsten and 
Wisconsin poet Jeff Lewis will read their own poetry 
at the St. Louis County ·Heritage and Arts Center in 
Duluth this week. The reading will be at 8:00Thursday, 
Feb. 8, in the.Ruth Maney Multi-Media Room. 
The reading is a part of the Northe.Jstern Minnesota 
PoetFy Series which is sponsored this year through the 
Arrowhead Library System, the Duluth Public Library, 
the St. Louis County Heritage and Arts Center. and the 
English Departments of St. ~cholastica and UMD. The 
series consists of readings by four nationally ,. know11 
poets, three readings by regional poets, a series of 
one-day residencies and a writing workshop. 
Partial funding for the project comes from an Arrow-
head Regional Development Commission grant of 
Minnesota State Arts Board funds. 
Candidates for Provost 
Tlie first of five candidates for the office of UMD 
Vice Provost for Academic Administ mt ion was on 
campus Monday for a series of interviews by faculty, 
staff and students. 
He is Dr. David R Witmer, assistant chancellor. 
University of Wisconsin, La Crosse, Wis. Witmer will be 
at UMD through Tuesday meeting with Provost Rob-
ert L. Heller, members of the Administrative Committee. 
deans of the colleges and. schools, other academic 
officers, members of the search committee, the Campus 
Council, and in informal sessions with faculty and 
students. 
Scheduled to appear later this month and in early 
March are: Dr. John B. Gruber, dean M the College of 
Science and Mathematics and a professor of physics at 
North Dakota State University, Fargo ; Dr. Paul E. 
Junk , dean , School of Busine'Ss and professor of eco-
nomics at Washburn University , Topeka, KS ; 
Dr. Glenn R. Stevens, associate provosl and professor 
of education , Northern Michigan University , Marquette; 
and Dr. Thomas W. Turnage, associate dean, College of 
Sciences and Humanities and professor of psychology, 
Iowa State University , Ames, IA. 
The candidates were presented to Provost Heller last 
week by a · search committee chaired by Dr. Ralph 
Marsden , professor of geology. 
UMD Provost Robert L. Heller, following-. consulta-
tion with President C. Peter Magrath and other Central 
officers, tl]e Administrative .Committee and the Campus 
Council , will forward one name to President Magrath 
and the Board of Regents for their final approval. 
The person chosen will succeed former Vice Provost 
for Academic Administration David A. Vose, who 
resigned last Februttry to become dean of the UMD 
School of Business and Economics. 
Since that time, Dr. M. Harry Lease Jr. , professor 
of political science, has been acting vice provost for 
academic administration. 
' 
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People, pride propel Playhouse 
By Wanda Rose 
Staff Writer 
The oldest community 
theatre in America is at home 
right here in Duluth. The Duluth 
Playhouse, located in the Depot 
complex, has had to weather 
several stonns since its begin-
ning in 1914 to reach its current 
status. The Playhouse, then 
called the Little Theatre , was the 
creation of an "elderly ladies 
drama societ y" who. probably · 
never dreamed it would turn 
into the success it is today. 
This success is largely due to 
the Duluth area public. As a 
community theatre, it must rely 
mainly on volunteers to bring 
each production to its final 
ovation. Playhouse executive 
secretary, Beverly Sturm, esti-
mated that there are 200-300 
such people working backstage 
and onstage every season who do 
just that. Because of this large 
number of volunteers, the Play-
house has become self-sufficient. 
Jerry Helbacka, star of "Krapp's Last Tape." Phot o b y E. M. Smith 
The Playhouse presents five 
shows during its regular season, 
each show running for nine 
consecutive nigh ts. Two of this 
season's regular shows are yet to 
be presented: "Don't Drink the 
Water," by Woody Alkn on 
March 23-31, and "The Three 
Sisters," by Anton Chekho,V on 
May 11-19. Aside from these 
snows, two summer shows, one 
children's show and two special 
shows are presented each year. 
All of the plays done each year, 
with the exception of the special 
shows, are chosen by a selec-
tion commiftee compos~d of 
Playhouse board members. The 
scripts for the special shows are 
chosen by the il)dividual dir-
ector, whose main consideration 
in choosing a show is that it be 
unique and preferab1y a type of 
play that the Playhouse does 
not usually do. 
The first of this season's 
specials is set to open this 
Friday under the direction of a 
recent UMD graduate-Michele 
Kemp. After roughly .four 
months of reading scripts, she 
chose a pair of one-act plays-
"F rench Gray ," by Josef Bush, 
and "Krapp's Last Tape," by 
Samuel Beckett-to present. 
Each show has a one-person 
cast and that alone qualifies 
it as the type of unique play 
the Playhouse is looking for. 
Kemp received theatre train-
ing at UMD and said that 
working in MPAC has spoiled 
her. MPAC, she said, is much 
larger than . the Playhouse, and 
although the Playhouse is ade-
quate, it does not have the 
ample storage and rehearsal 
space that MPAC does. Corrine 
Lauterbach, a 20-year-old volun-
teer, agreed that the space is 
somewhat cramped _ but said 
that compared to the previous 
locations she had worked at the 
space at the Depot is an incred-
ible improvement. . 
Lauterbach is an excellent 
example of the type of volun-
teer that has kept the theatre 
in existepce. In her 20-year 
career. she has acted, directed, 
worked on various crews and is 
prese·n tly serving on the Board 
of Directors. 
Perhaps one of the most 
interesting people to talk to 
about the Playhouse is Maj-
Lis Keskela. She has been 
involved in theatre in the Duluth 
area almost continually since 
1949, when she first came here 
from her home in Toronto, 
Ontario. At that time, the Play-
house was hiring professional 
directors to direct an en tire 
season of shows. 
K.eskela did several shows 
under these professionals until 
1956, when the Playhouse ran · 
in to some financial difficulties. 
From that time on, the Play-
house has hired local direct-
ors to do one show each per 
season. Since that time, Keskela 
has been active in both acting 
and directing. She is starring 
in 'this Friday's presentation of 
"French Gray." 
Keskela has worked profes-
sionally many times, but she 
enjoys volunteering her time. · 
In her words, "I fee I like the 
Playhouse is my baby and I 
like watchi.11& it grow." She is 
RNANOAL AID 
The US AIR FORCE has scholarships available for st udents 
of medical school. Benefits include : 
* FULL TUITION 
*ACADEMIC FEES 
*TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPUES 
*$400 PER MONTH CASH 
For furt her information and applications contact : 
There is an application deadline. so call today ! 
Rick George 
Johnson Butters 
(612)331-821 fi 331-2856 
A grea t way of life. 
pleased with the growth she has 
seen in the time she has been 
here but feels there is still room 
. for more. The growth of a com- , 
munity theatre depends on a 
good choice of marketable plays: 
Keskela hopes to see more 
classics presented in the future . 
The Playhouse is always in 
need of fresh faces to help out. 
No experience is necessary to 
become involved with the oldest 
community theatre in America, 
so if you can act, or build sets, 
or be an outstanding audience, 
you can join the growing crowd 
at the Duluth Playhouse. 
Tweed Museum continues to spotlight student art ists. Pictured 
above are some of the works of Joan Aret z, which are currently 
on display in Tweed. Ph oto 1:-, c M Smith 
"Children's Hour" from 10---------------------....... --------
tended or not, with her hair 
style; and soothing voice , she 
resembles Fay Wray or a host 
of other heroines from old 
30s movies.) 
Kris Harvey provides confrast 
as the moody, nervous Martha 
Dobie, the other teacher im-
plicated in the lie. 
Teresa Peterson supplies 
comic relief · as a flamboyant 
thespian, and Karen Collins is 
adequately dignified as Mary 
T ilford's grandmother. 
The only unconvincing major 
character is Dr. Joe Cardin as 
portrayed by Eric Lueck. 
Though fulfilling the obligatory 
. male role in this predominantly 
female-oriented play may not be 
an inviable task, Lueck seems 
surprisingly uncertain as he 
moves from fits of anger to 
moments of calm without 
noticeable motivation. 
The play's only noticeable 
flaw comes at its climax. Though 
Hellman's script is generally 
solid, it contains a rather weak 
resolution. 
The trouble starts after 
Martha is horrified that she may 
physically love Karen, and she 
steps off stage for one of those 
irritating suicides with a gun 
that comes out of nowhere . 
Many fine plays (Arthur Miller's 
"All My Sons" is a good ex-
ample) are marred by outstand-
ing scenes of a tragical aware-
ness by a character followed 
by a split-second suicide. 
Karen's awed reaction to her 
friend 's death is believable, but 
the thespian views the body and 
goes into a comic fit of crying 
and babbling that seems rather 
morbid considering Martha's 
body isn't even cold yet. 
Doubt really creeps in when 
Mrs. Tilford (the person most 
responsible for spreading her 
granddaughter's fabrication) 
coincidentally arrives moments 
after the shot is fired and 
announces that she's learned the 
accusal ion is false and she's 
come to make amends. Her 
- arrival seconds after Martha' s 
death seems like a rather forced 
usage of irony on Hellman's 
part. 
This portion of the play is 
only a minor distraction, and 
"The Children's Hour" is, over-
all , a thoroughly enjoyable and 
highly recommendable produc-
tion . 
lt will be performed on 
Feb. 8-1 J in the Marshall Per-
forming Arts Center at 8:00 
p.m. 
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• 
By R. Matthew Tomich 
Staff Writer 
Atlantis was once the ho t 
rock act around the Twin Po rts. 
Then it was F eU.x , fo r the hard 
rockers, a11d Whiskey River for 
those who prefer a little country 
with their rock and roll. In 
between , there were acts, good, 
mediocre, and bad , vying for 
supremacy on the area bar-
band . circuit. But this past 
weekend , the reigning Twin 
Cities rock and roll band, 
Flamingo, put the locals to 
shame with their Thursday 
through Saturday engagement at 
William's North Shore. 
In terms of energy and sheer 
musicianship, they surpass any 
band I've ever heard here in this 
alleged All-American city. They 
do a couple of Stones numbers 
in style , as well as a few other 
covers (Springsteen 's "Fire," 
_ made a hit by the Pointer 
Sisters), but the cream of their 
act is without a doubt their own 
material, which comprises most 
of their set. Although their 
looks may be bold to the Duluth 
eye, their music is nothing but 
ramrod rock and roll , as they 
run roughshod through original 
gems like ' 1"alk Like That 
Won' t Get You Far," "I Am the 
Gun," and the infectio.us "Dear 
Renee," which climaxed their 
multiple-encore shows on Friday 
and Satu rday. 
If any band from this neck 
of the woods has a legitimate 
shot at the big time , it is without 
a doubt Flamingo. They recently 
put out an EP, a 45-sized record 
that is available at local record 
stores. This band may well be 
the hottest act to ever crank 
it out in this town, so don't 
miss 'em the next time around . 
JIM CAPALDI 
" Daughter of the Nignt" 
RSO Records 
Jim Capaldi's new album , 
" Daughter o f the Nigh t ,1' proves 
that it was Steve Winwood who 
Jed Traffic, the old cult-type 
band that probably enjoys 
greater popularity now than 
when it existed as an active 
group. This album is about as 
dull as they get. It consists 
mostly of flowing disco rhythm , 
with Capaldi's utterly nonde-
script vocals floating around 
somewhere. 
For the ladies, the album 
cover features macho J im , shirt 
unbuttoned, suitable for fram ing 
on your do rm wall. And on •the 
back, you have J im's seductive 
pose, fingers ex tended across, 
yes, his crotch. 
I am glad I borrowed this 
record , because it stinks and I 
can't afford to get burned by 
purchasing trash like this. The 
record never really touches on 
any rock and roll and instead 
joins the swelling ranks of the 
easy-listen iog, psuedo rockers. 
Just a touch of guitar here and 
there , just so you know that 
it isn't classical or polka music 
that you 're listening to. 
One of the songs on side two 
is called " Elixir of Life." If 
Capaldi knows of such a po-
tion, he certainly has lost the 
formula. If I rated records on 
a one to ten scale , " Daughter 
of the Night" would be in the 
hole, numerically. Rather than 
explaining why this album i$ so 
worthless, let me just say it 
would be most useful as a place-
mat, or frisbee. Yukk)c . . . . 
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CINDY S ULLENS 
"Cindy Bullens" 
United Artists 
This is not really a great 
record , but it's close enough to 
ge t excited about. About all I 
know about Cindy Bullens is 
what ' s on the album cover, so 
all I know is that she is a young 
female singer-song-writer-
guitarist , who does her job with 
plenty of energy with even a 
little tomboy spunk evident 
in places. 
"Survivor," which opens the 
album, is a bit limp. too cliche, 
and sounds like a cross between 
Jennifer Warnes and Heart. 
There are other moments on the 
record that. smack of Heart's 
Wilson girls, bu t the influence 
is limited en ough to make it 
sound original. 
"Anxious Heart" is also a 
littlP. laid-back for me, but it's 
awfulJy catchy, and the young 
lady sings it with a .cute kind of 
conviction . 
''High School History" is the 
high point o f the first side , a real 
hopper that . even we collegiate 
degenerates can look back and 
relate to. A must for a bar band. 
" Mean in Your Heart" also 
sounds like Heart, and it suffers 
for it. But " Hot Tears" is an 
infectious little rocke r in the 
spirit of Linda Ronstad t (at 
her best), and a h ost of female 
singers from the sixties wh ose 
names I can't recall. 
A lot of the album sounds 
constricted , as though the mater-
ial is excellent, bu t too much 
hold ing back was done in the 
stud io. But for a young lady 
rocker, it's one promising effort. 
The female rock world can 
always use a shot in the ass, 
and people like Cindy Bullens 
will be the ones to do it. 
Women fa(/ to Bemidji in OT . 
The UMD women 's basket- sprained ankle, Hutchinson 
ball team Jost a sizzler to brought about the Beavers' first 
Bemidji State 66-65 in over- win in four games: 
time on Tuesday night. Sharon Meyer, UMD sopho-
"They just outplaye'd us," more , shot 62 per cent, for a 
Coach Linda Larson comment- career high game total of 24 
ed. points to lead the Bulldogs. 
The difference be tween the "Tuesday' s loss hurt us. Our 
teams in the game was one 12- 11 record will seed us low in 
free throw. Each team made the state tournaments. The 
29 field goals. Bemidji con- games coming up, especially the 
verted eight of 12 free throw·s, one with St. Catherine's, are 
while UMD was 7 for I 3 . must-win situations," said Coach 
High scorer for Bemidji was Larson. 
Lori Hutchinson . Ou t for the The Bulldogs are seeded 
last three games because of a number two in the northern 
Jock Itch from 7 
batted .500. Carew provided a lot of excitement for the Twins, 
and he's headed for the Hall of Fame. 
Cal Griffith , who had a hard choice to make, didn 't want another 
one of his stars to play out his option and leave the club high and 
dry. So, after the ljankee deal fell through, Cal read what I said 
about the Giant deal and peddled Carew off to the Angels. How 
come all the Twins' b ig trades come from within the division e.g ., 
Carew, Dan Ford, the Cubbage-Smally deal with Texas)? 
Cal, in return for Carew got Ken· Landreaux , a better hockey 
name; Paul Hartzel, a six and 12 pitcher last year with the Angels ; 
and a couple of minor leaguers named Havens and Engels (sounds 
like a comedy team, which they are . Maybe they may turn ou t to 
be great, like Sergio Ferrar.) Cal also said he got no cash in the. deal, 
which I think was wrong. Cal may have been misquoted. He may 
have said I got no cash left. I think he spent ·it on buying Thelma 
Griffith Haynes a new hat for the program picture, and a social 
program aimee1 at getting the blacks in terested in baseball instead 
of wrestling. 
district- ou t of 12 teams. They 
receive a bye in the first round 
and will play the winner of the 
St. Scholastica-St. Thomas game 
on Saturday, Feb . 17. 
With three games remaining 
in regular season play ' the 
Bulldogs will have the home 
court all three times facing 
Suomi CoJJege Friday night, 
Mankato State Saturday after-
noon , and St. Ca therine Mon-
day night. Both the Saturday 
and Monday games will precede 
. the men's basketbaJJ games. 
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The Intramural Cross Country Ski Meet will be held 
at tl1e Lester Park golf course on Tuesday , Feb . 13 
beginning at 3 :30 p.m . Participants sh ould report there 
at 3 :05 p .111 . 
The Alpine Ski Race will be at Spirit Mountain on 
Thursday, Fe b. 15 beginning at 1 :30 p.m. Ticket cost is 
S4 . Participants are to meet at the t icket booth at 
I :30 p.m . as a group. 
CO- REC A 
BROOMBALL Duluth H aze 3 . 1 
A s o f 2/5/ 79 Copecet i cs 1 1 
MEN 'S INDEPENDENT AA Junction No. 320 0 1 




0 -15 DIVISION I 
w L T pts CO- REC INDEPENDE N T AA 
Ji mmy' s 4 0 b 40 DIVISION I 
1st St. G ang I 4 0 0 4 0 F rost b i te F alls II 3 0 0 30 
4077th 3 1 0 30 Bocce Boys 3 0 0 30 
Miller' s Maulers 3 1 0 30 F rostbi t e Falls I 2 1 0 20 
Alpha Nu Omega 2 2 0 20 1st St. G ang II 1 . 2 0 10 
Quagmires 2 2 0 20 Wednesday Warri ors 1 2 0 10 
Budget Beer 1 3 0 10 Wizard s 0 3 0 0 
Willies 1 3 0 10 1st St, Gang 0 2 0 ·10 
1st St. Gang II 0 4 0 0 C O - REC DORMITORY AA 
Juicers 0 4 0 0 DIVISION I 
DIVISION II T orrance H igh Life 4 0 0 40 
Sodbusters 4 0 0 40 Ozones 3 0 0 30 
Royal 58 4 0 0 40 V·Hall 2 1 0 20 
Gold Country 4 0 40 Mad Dogs 1 1 2 20 
Rif.f Raff 3 0 30 B·52 Bombers 1 2 0 10 
Gonzo 2 1 1 25 3rd D~ree Burns 1 2 0 10 
V i rgin Islander s 2 2 0 20 N ' Forcer s 0 2 5 
1st St . Gang 111 1 2 1 10 ldi Ameanies 0 2 0 
Equinox 0 4 0 0 7A' 1 2 g 0 
Fudpuckers 0 4 0 .o H 108 Stadiums 0 2 0 ·10 
Wild Turkey 0 4 0 -10 
DIVISION Ill VOLLEYBALL 
Peons 4 1 0 40 DORMITORY AA 
Send Money 3 1 0 30 Ardvarks and Ants 6 0 0 6(1 
Frostbite Falls 3 1 0 30 M illermob 6 1 0 6 0 
One H its 3 2 0 30 V i rgin Islanders 11 5 2 0 50 
AMF 1 2 0 10 3rd Degree Burns 4 3 0 40 
Smegs 1 4 0 10 Lunar Star Patrol 4 3 0 40 
APO o . 4 0 0 Burntside Brewers 3 4 0 30 
MEN'S DORMITORY ,AA K Knights 3 3 0 30 
O zones 3 1 0 30 Two H o t Two Handle 3 4 0 20 
LSH I 3 1 0 30 Magnum F orce 2 4 I) 20 
Outcasts 2 0 1 25 Spike 111 1 5 0 10 
Flami ng Red Eyes 2 1 0 20 'h Dozen 'o 6 0 0 
Torrancites 2 2 0 20 INDEPENDENT AA 
Magnum Force 1 1 15 Blitzkrieg 7 0 0 70 
B Snakes 2 0 10 Scand . Connection 6 0 0 60 
Celler Dwellers 0 a 0 0 Send Money 4 2 0 40 
Junction Ju nkies 0 2 0 0 J 's 4 3 0 40 
WOME N 'S AA O r v Illes 3 4 0 30 
O zones 4 0 0 40 •Newman Players 2 4 0 15 
Peons 3 1 0 30 
· Frostbite Falls 2 5 0 20 
Virg i n Islanders 1 4 0 10 Saucers 3 2 0 25 Gonzo 0 6 0 o" Med A Broom 2 2 0. 15 
Frlg ldal res 1 4 0 0 A LEAGUE 
Six packers 0 5 0 ·5 Accelerated Research 4 2 0 4C GSS and APO 3 3 0 30 
Box Tops 3 3 0 30 
Rec Sports 3 3 0 30 
~ SHAMPOO 
~w CONDITION 
cu\· . 'N" DJ:?y 
$8.0U 
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~~~FOR SALE 
DOWNH ILL ski package $60 o r 
best offer, Rossignol 650/2 00 cm 
sl<is, Hanson "Team" boots size 3, 
fits around size 9, Salomon 404 
bindings, Ramy poles, Steve Mabley 
724-4426, 728 -3296. 
ulllio oiscouNi- .si-i::REo ..... . 
How about taking your tax return 
money to add on, or improve , your 
existing stereo system. Reward your-
self after all your hard work during 
the summer. We have over 80 brands -
of stereo components at the lowest 
prices. So call Bi l l ay 726-7792 and 
reward yours,ilf! 
s·K·I . eiciciT·s · $lo : °Kils.ti 01'l9e( ·1eaih·er 
ski boots out of date but never used . 
Women•s size 6 1/2-1 112 0, K r ist i ne Rey. 
nolds, 724-7724 or 726 -8 5 62 . 
1975 ·vw . in . excel lent condit ion . 
Best offer. 722-1 385 . 
SLIGHTLY used size 10 11, Munari 
buckle ski boots, $ 3 5, 724-8111. 





of candy and ' flowers? Try one of 
my heart-shaped cakes. Delici o us ! 
Orders placed by Satu rday, F eb. 10 
(5 :00 p.m.) will recei ve $1 off 
,egular $6 price . Deli very serv ice 
available. DANDY DAN 'S CAKE 
SHOP, 728 -2762 . A sk fo r Dave 
(evenings) . 
1972 °PiNTO ' s'quire wago n, auto , 
radials, rebuilt e ngi ne , Mike, 
728-2144. 









speakers6 $75 , and wil l bargai n . After 5: 0 p .m ., Cindy, 728-4455 . 
MARAN-ii SPe~kers· .GG. i·m·per.i a.,s~ 
Marantz 1070 amp 35 watts per 
channel , 724-8439. . ..... 
MEN'S 26 ·inci, "10 . si:> eec .b ik e : $45: 
good bike, m ust sell chea p. For 
cas-h, 724-8111. 
Stereo System : 55 Watt Receiver, 
Direct drive turn table, Cassette deck 
and speakers . (eve, ) Scott - 722 7512 . 
..,1 NEED a recent UMD black 90,,11 
'for · grad . Female . I f you can help 
call Kim soon 728-2 709 . 
WANTED°: . r=em'aie. m ociei ' to r i,110: 
tography . E xpe rience no t necessary . 
$15 per hour . Se nd na m e, phone , 
and photo if po ssible to Mode l , PO 





• in . Chinese . sel
0
f -de fense 
style : Wi ng Chun Ku ng Fu. Tues ., 
Wed., and Thu r.s ., 7 :00 -8 :30 . Sunday 
8:00-9, 30 . 1121/2 West 1st St. (up-




0 1l:_D . ca~e . worker : pos it ;'oi, . open 
immediately (Feb . 1979) . Welcome 
,Home Crisis Shelter 531 Slate Clo-
quet 879-3351. Genera l requirements 
are one year's exp. with . -toJescents , 
co llege background. 
NUTR0 \TIONA0L °COO k, 0 POSit 0io'h ~ ')en 
1mmed1ate ly (Feb . 1979), General 
requirements : work i ng with adol-











Call Steve Lundahl 724-8226 after -
noons and evenings . 
I O WILL. Pay. to . rent . or t:iu'y . a0n. Old 
graduation gown. I'm fema le and 
need to kriow soon. Thanks. Call 
728 -2709 (Kim) 
wANTEn°: . vw . with. ci'uicti." under 
$1,00 0 . V al 728 -4.878. 
wJi.N-ie:o": •• . Guita.rist: .. ·vassist: 
drummer and, or anyone interested 
in jamming some bl ues with a hard 
player. Call 7738 Rich. 
GA'h vou ' re. no·t . a1cine.' i-tie Gay 
Alliance offers a chance to meet 
o thers and get together for discussion. 
and su pport every week . . For more 
information call 726-7166 days. 
WANT • To. ,e·e . "ttie· : Elizabethan 
Dinner this year . .. free?! Positions 
for servitors are open to al l st uden t s 
this year . No ex perience necessary. 
It's fun1 easy, and guaranteed dif-ferent rom anything you've ever 
done b,vore. Inquire at the Music 
or Theatre office. 
MUSIC 
The largest selection 







· *Choral, Church Mus,c 
MAI L ORDERS SO LICITED! 
BRANDERS· 
MUSIC SHOP 
25 East Superior Street 
Phone 722-5553 
PSYCH OLOGY majo rs wanted t o 
teach Perso nj,11 Grow th/A wareness 
Sp ring Quart er. Earn up to t h ree 
credits . C ontact F ree -U , Lib 121. 
726-8 524 . 
PH0 °TOG R APHY "ciass: wecin.esdays: 






the. Statesman acis" for new 
Free-U classes·offered in the,sp ring. 
GUITAR lesso~s every Wed nesday 
6 : 00-8:00 , Boh- 113 . For infci call 
7'26 -8 524, Lib 121. 
WANTED : one baseball bat (with 
big sp linters) t o make up for night-
mares, chemistry tests, green rug 
r d .s, and espe~i~lly D BS . I f y ou 've 
9< \t r> ne t h :Jt 1 o u can loan to two 
f• u strated girls . please call 72 B-22l4 
c, I .!. t:., -11.Jt.><,. You better be good 
I '>uise, o r we 'lt, use it on you too) . 
FO R RENT large sunny room in 
house with 3 others on bus line, 
off-street parking, share kitchen, 











o r "rriaie" roommate rieecie'd : 
8 blocks from UMD, $108 for every -
thing, even your own bathroom. For 
:<ll"eJrs~or~!~oe~oc,,ont:ft ~J~-ir:w 
Available Feb. 15. 
wAN-iE'o" , . 2 . ma1e . roommates· i:ci 
share two-story house on direct 
busline to UMO Spring Quarter. 
Heat and H20 paid. $9 0/mo., Exe. 











pt.: . furn : 
except 2nd bedroom. $105/mo. 
+ util ., on campus busline. Call 
Steve 727 -1544 days, 724-0564 
nights. 
"Have typewriter will type" - Jeanne 
724-5524 . 
ROOM AVAILABLE near . UMD, • 
4-bedroom house, house privileges , 
$100/month, util. included . Call 
Ellen, 724-5166 . 
ROOMMATE needed to share two-
bedroom apt. w / 2 gi r ls, newly 
remod ., good loc., call 728 -13"1 2, 
-Avail. March . 
T
0
YPi NG ,"llliar ian·, 724-i 3°64.' 
SELL AVON, call 724-1364 eves. 
or. James J. Salonen 
Podiatrist 
Foot Specialist and su·rgeon 
Announces the opening of his 
office at : 
Medical A rts Building, Suite 400, 
Duluth, M N 558 02 722-4456 
Office hours b y appointment. 
~ 
J • • • • • • • • • • $2.0Q· = OFF 
This coupon worth 
$2 off on any 
family-size 15-inch pizza 
or 
$1 off on any 
double-size 13-inch pizza, 
thick or thin crust only. 
offer expires 
Feb. 15, 1979 
UMD students with Os 
No checks please! 
One coupon per visit. 
Void wit h any other offer. 
HA INES ROAO-
Bet ween A rrow '1ead 
._ and Miller Trunk 
• 
lll •. 
~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• t 
~~PERSONALS•~~; 
THE LODGE of the high jacks IS 
looking for a few goo d d rinkers. If 
you enjoy drinking, womanrzing and 
other activ i ties near and dear to the 
~~irtsE~\ig~~a~ sJf.d~~ts~ ,gom~-~~ 









gentiemen's club· is now 
accepting candidates for associate 
m emberships. Applicants m ay appear 
before the selection committee Feb. 
14., Wed . evening at 9:0 Q p .m . 







0 BiL0LS10E will 0pfeVa0il: "1 • a"ni 
mad at you all . Death will come to 
Bald offer, Sunburnt, Bambamby, and 
Mustashmess. Bye Bye, Oa Billside 
Enforcer. 
RUsTY. ·schUnie.r :· ""tla·ve. a star 
spang led birthday on Sunday the 
11th of Feb. May the twinkle be 
with you! TM . 
s.a· B;NETIA. yo·u;re gon'na 0 be ·2·0: 
I hope these things you saw at 19 
will come back and haunt your 
20th year: Black Olives, HB, Vulga 
Boatmen, Sails, Winks and Frolicks. 
Have a happy one you Arctic Fisher-
person You . FTO 
TO BILL & E,DNA, the Goasty 
toasties (that's r ight there is two of 
us!) w ould like to meet with you two 
sometime. I see that you are busy 
so let 's plan ahead and make an 
evening of it . Wednesdays are out 
(one of us has bowling) and we both 
tend to like Sundays, if that's alright . 
Let's plan in a Su11day in March, like 
the 18th or 25th . we suppose a 
Saturday before would be alright 
also . Love in Christ . Two Goasty 
Toast ies PS, we will bring dinner 
unless you are making fried chicken. 
Also, what are your two favorite 
colors? 
ATTENTION 







I0°nging ;'n.the ,;Mature Club'; 
some of you sure have a lot of grow, 
ing up to do . (Pete!) 
KS·, 'you're' s~· far· awa·y: but · you ;re 








GIRLS looking for a aate · then 






RT: i •i1 be iooking for you at. the 
hockey games Fri. & Sat. night CT 
HE :waiks: 11e· ta.11<s: HE. SPEA.KSi 









call Jake inept--even though he may 
wen be-remember that either as a 
dynamic duo or solo act you have 
managed to (a) knock the tiger off 
the wall at the jungle cage; (b) drop 
a half-pint or Southern Comfort 
down tha john; (c ) wh i le shaving to 
make a good impression on someone 
cut himself. Love always, Gail. 
io' c..:..SEc'ricil'i mystery ·ca1ier witti 
the neurotic distaste for loud music 
and psycho-pathic desire to disturb 
us w i th your annoying phone calls. 
You can shove the phone up your 
"beep" sideways for all we care 
because we love to crank on the 
s-tereo. Sincerely, Steve Z and 
Snake Ring 
SCOTT, wait for me . Please? 
D "sTORE " MARY: ·we· Sure C:Ou.,d 
have fun doing bio together . The 
blonde half of the "Daisy Shavers." 
HAPi=>v ' VALENTINE's ·oay ' to .the 
slivs weaver. Temp tomorrow 











kiss!_She hit the big 20 . 
HIT . ma,,:...to'r. hir0e: Dan °729-840°1 : 






0 iS "a. r"umor that "sOf'Tle" men 
say, Julie wants more, and loves to 
play! Harry 19th Friday. Love, 
Charlie, Doug, and Steve. 
BILL, "I was really r ipped! " Way to 
go Bergy!! Hope you r arm is feeling 
better. Take the ·"Chicken Train" 
on over for Miller Time . Grease is 
the word . TL and A of the 7th 
floor, br ing the harmonica! 
MIXES 
March of Dimes 
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER 
Winter Programs 





~ •• ti, . .. 
Programs that 
meet the needs 
of the whole child 
Lakeview Montessori School 
1600 8th Ave. East 






" _ . """ 
Open 7 deys a WNII 
-t7~4 WoodlMd Ave. 724-1821 
6:00 •-!"· to 11 :IIO 
Located in the Mt._ Rotal Area 
~ Back by popular demand our daily ., 
.. $5.00 gas giveaway. 
G STOP IN FOR ALL YOUR LAST MINUTE NEEDS. er . 
"· STEWART SANDWICHES ~food 
